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1CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
MAJOR DSB REPAIR PATHWAYS IN PLANTS 
DNA double strand break (DSB) is a major lesion in organisms and has to be repaired 
prior to further cell division, by using one of the two major repair pathway, homologous 
recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). The repair of DSB is 
important for the genetic integrity and dynamics of all organisms.  DSBs in plant cells 
can be generated randomly by exogenous sources (such as ionizing radiation) and normal 
cellular processes such as stalled DNA replication forks, meiosis and accumulated 
reactive oxygen radicals). On the other hand, DSBs also can be generated with a 
site-specific manner by transposon excision and endonucleases. 
 
DSB repair is a complex process in that DSB repair pathway varies depending on the 
homology partner’s presence or absence and its configuration if present. Competition 
among various pathways also exists in organisms. 
 
Homologous Recombination (HR) 
Homologous recombination requires the presence of homology to serve as template, or 
defined as donor in this proposal. There are four major homologous recombination 
models, including single strand annealing (SSA) model, the synthesis-dependent strand 
annealing (SDSA) model, DSBR model, and the one-sided invasion (OSI) model (for 
review see Gorbunova and Levy, 1999; Bleuyard et al.., 2006). HR generally is a accurate 
repair pathway without any loss of genetic information, but may be mutagenic in the 
scenario of SSA pathway (described below). 
 
The SSA pathway could happen when DSB is induced between two direct repeats. The 5’ 
ends in DSB are degraded bi-directionally until homologous sequences are exposed as 
two 3’ overhangs, homologous sequences then annealed, followed by trimming of the 
unpaired tails and the ligation of nicks. This type of HR pathway results in the loss of 
intervening sequence between the annealed complementary sequences and thus is 
non-conservative, or mutagenic. 
    
2In contrast, the conservative HR pathway, gene conversion, could be explained by two 
models.  The DSBR model is mainly used for meiotic recombination, in which DSB is 
induced in homologous chromosome, then both resected 3’-single stranded DNA 
overhangs invade followed by DNA synthesis, resulting in the formation of Holiday 
junctions.  Branch migration and resolution may result in gene conversion (without 
exchange of flanking DNA) or crossover (with exchange of flanking DNA) with equal 
frequency.  Gene conversion also can be explained by the SDSA model. Compared to 
DSBR model, the strand invasion of two 3’ ends in SDSA model is independent, and no 
stable heteroduplex DNA and holiday junctions are formed.  SDSA pathway thus does 
not even require the template as double stranded as prerequisite. Gene targeting is 
supposed to take place via SDSA pathway. 
 
Another model, OSI model, actually combines HR and NHEJ pathway together and is 
mainly used for somatic recombination in plants (Puchta, 1998). Homology at both ends 
of the break is no prerequisite for recombination to occur, so that one 3’ overhang in DSB 
invades the donor sequence on one side, whereas on the other side, either homologous or 
non-homologous sequence is present.  
 
Non-homologous End Joining (NHEJ) 
Two pathways of non-homologous end joining have been postulated for eukaryotes. One 
is the classical non homologous end joining (NHEJ), in which junctions are formed 
without homologies by simple ligation. The other is termed as microhomology mediated 
end joining (MMEJ), in which broken ends are rejoined with small patches of 
homologous nucleotides (two or more with 10 average) by single strand annealing 
mechanism (Ma et al.., 2003). The classical NHEJ pathway rejoins broken DNA ends 
directly, without any involvement of a homologous template. Junction sites may be 
precise, or more often, accompanied by deletions or insertions and substitutions of 
genetic material before ligation (Gorbunova and Levy, 1997; Boulton and Jackson, 1998; 
Guirouilh-Barbat el al.., 2004). 
 
3GENES INVOLVED IN DSB REPAIR IN PLANTS 
For different DSB repair pathways there are different host factors involved. Rapid 
progress has been made in recent years in understanding DSB repair machinery in plants. 
For convenience factors are grouped by different categories as below: 
 
The Mre11/Rad50/ Xrs2 (MRX) Complex: for broken end processing 
The MRX complex is a multifunctional complex involved in DNA end processing (see 
review by Bleuyard et al.., 2006): it has 3’-5’ exonuclease, single strand endonuclease 
and DNA unwinding activities; it is also involved in 5’-3’ resection of DSB ends to 
produce 3’ single stranded overhang. MRX complex thus is required for both HR and 
NHEJ (Haber, 1998).  While Mre11 and Rad50 are highly conserved among eukaryotes, 
Xrs2 homologs have yet been identified in plants. In Arabidopsis, both AtRad50 and 
AtMre11 mutant exhibited hypersensitivity to DSB inducing agents (Gherbi et al.., 2001; 
Bundock and Hooykaas, 2002). In addition, AtRad50 mutant also showed a 
hyper-recombination phenotype (Gherbi et al.., 2001). 
 
Major Proteins Involved in Homologous Recombination (HR) 
The two main HR pathways, conservative (explained by SDSA/DSBR model) and 
non-conservative (explained by SSA) pathway, differ in that they are dependent or 
independent of Rad51 protein. Major proteins involved in conservative HR are Rad51, 
Rad52 epistasis group (Rad51 paralogs in plant) and factors involved in Holliday junction 
resolution. Rad51 is required for strand invasion, while the Rad51 paralogs (including 
Rad51B, Rad51C, Rad51D, Xrcc2 and Xrcc3) and Rad54 function as recombination 
mediator to support Rad51/ssDNA nucleofilament assembly prior to Rad51-mediated 
strand invasion (see review by Bleuyard et al.., 2006).  
 
In contrast to the conservative homologous recombination, SSA pathway requires 
homology search but not a strand invasion step and is thus Rad51 independent. It needs 
MRX complex, and Rad52 and Rad59 are involved in yeast (Krogh and Symington, 
2004). 
 
4Major Proteins Involved in Non-homologous End Joining (NHEJ) 
A core set of proteins involved in the classical NHEJ are Ku heterodimer (Ku70 and 
Ku80) and the complex of XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV, which are conserved from yeast 
to mammals (Critchlow and Jackson, 1998). Ku can recognize and bind to various types 
of DNA ends including hairpins, blunt ends and 5’ and 3’ overhangs, and form a bridge to 
juxtapose the two ends. The Ku complex then recruits factors Xrcc4 and DNA ligase IV 
to ligate the ends (see review by Ataian and Krebs, 2006). In contrast, the MMEJ 
pathway is Ku independent (Ma et al., 2003), but needs Mre11, Rad50, Rad1 in yeast. 
Rad1 functions to remove the nonhomologous single strand overhangs.  
 
Major Proteins Involved in Chromatin Structure Remodeling 
In eukaryotes biological processes are always involved with chromatin structure. 
Chromatin, but not only DNA itself, is probably the substrate for eukaryote 
recombination. Two types of chromatin structure factors so far have been reported to 
have impact on DSB repair in plants: chromatin remodeling complex and chromatin 
assembly factors. Ino80, a Swi/Snf ATPase representing the first group, interacts with 
gamma-H2AX which is DNA damage induced phosphorylated histone H2A (van Attikum, 
2004). Ino80 may remove and/or slide nucleosomes from the broken ends to help 
facilitate 5’-3’ resection (Morrison et al., 2004). In Arabidopsis an Ino80 mutant shows a 
reduction of HR frequency to 15% of that in wild type plants (Fritsch et al., 2004).  
 
The second type, chromatin assembly factor (CAF-1) complex, on the other hand, serves 
as histone chaperone during nucleosome assembly. CAF-1 mediates the first step of 
nucleosome assembly, the deposition of H3/H4 histones onto replicating DNA (Smith and 
Stillman, 1989; Tagami et al., 2004). This complex is conservative across yeast, human, 
and plant.  
 
Rad54 is a member of Swi2/Snf2 family of chromatin remodeling genes. It can facilitate 
the strand invasion as recombination mediator and extension of heteroduplex formed 
between two DNA molecules (Tan et al., 2003). Overexpression of yeast Rad54 has been 
reported to have a stimulating effect on HR, averaged 27 fold increase, in a gene targeting 
5system in Arabidopsis (Shaked et al., 2005). While the system they used is based on one 
chromosomal locus (cruciferen) and does not rely on assistance of DSB induction, the 
HRS system we will use to test this ScRad54 in combination with a DSB induction at 
several loci.  
 
Overall, ever since Rad50 mutant was first demonstrated to have a phenotype of hyper 
somatic recombination  in Arabidopsis (Gherbi et al., 2001), an increasing body of data 
has been accumulated to suggest HR frequency could be up- or down- regulated by 
modulation host factors’ expression levels.  To achieve enhancement of HR frequency, 
three options appear plausible: (i) overexpress factors in the HR-specific pathway, (ii) 
knockout (or knockdown) factors in the NHEJ-specific pathway, or (iii) modulate factors 
involved in chromatin structure to make a locally conducive environment for HR.  
 
REPAIR OF DSBs INDUCED BY TRANSPOSON AC/DS 
Biology of Ac/Ds elements: its mechanism and DSB induction 
The Ac/Ds, maize Ac (activator) and Ds (Dissociation) elements, comprise a classical 
two-component transposon system that belongs to the hAT(hobo-Ac-Tam3) superfamily 
(for review, see Kunze and Weil, 2002). The autonomous Ac element is 4.6 kb in length, 
whereas the non-autonomous counterpart, Ds element, may have different sizes and 
internal sequences. Ac and Ds element share 11 bp terminal inverted sequences and a 
number of motifs in the subterminal region. Ac element can encode a transposase (Tpase) 
of 807 amino acids, which binds to the subterminal regions of Ac/Ds. A chromosomal 
DSB is generated by opening an intermediate hairpin structure, and such DSB can be 
repaired by either HR or NHEJ pathway depending on the homology presence and on 
configuration of it.  With a presumably “cut-and-paste” mechanism (Kunze, 1996; 
Gorbunava and Levy, 1997, 2000), the Ac/Ds element is released out and could 
reintegrate into the genome (transposition), or sometimes no reintegration occurs 
(excision). The reintegrated Ac/Ds element could undergo further transposition or 
excision.  
 
While we will focus on DNA repair of Ac/Ds induced DSBs, the reintegrated Ac/Ds 
6followed transposition, whose mechanism underlies gene tagging, also could provide a 
great wealth of collection lines readily exploited for any functional genomics tools in 
Arabidopsis.  
 
Ac/Ds Transposition and the ensued NHEJ pathway: somatic and germinal pattern 
Ac/Ds transposition (or excision) frequency in plant is measured by the nature that DSB 
repair in plant is mainly by NHEJ pathway. By inserting Ds element in between promoter 
and marker gene, Ac/Ds excision frequency can be measured by restoration of marker 
gene’s function. Ds element also could be incorporated marker gene in the internal region, 
which enables the detection of transposition events by monitoring the presence 
(reintegration) of marker gene. 
 
Several groups had investigated Ac/Ds transposition in Arabidopsis in early 1990s for 
application in gene tagging (Bancroft et al., 1992; Grevelding et al., 1992; Fedoroff and 
Smith 1993). Generally increasing Ac dosage increased both somatic and germinal 
excision frequencies (Dean et al., 1992). Using a 35S promoter, high rates of somatic 
excision was detected in F1 generation, and a minimal germinal transposition frequency 
of 27% was detected in F2 plants (Grevelding et al., 1992). Ds element reintegrates into 
genome frequently, with 45% for 35S driven Ac Tpase and 29% for rbcS as promoter 
(Honma et al., 1993); and even nearly 75% (Smith et al., 1996). It appeared that the 
T-DNA positions of both Ac Tpase source and transposon influence the frequency and 
timing of transposition in Arabidopsis, and Ac T-DNA insertion site is more of a 
determinant of transposition (Smith et al., 1996). Interestingly, using a similar Ds-GUS 
transgene, our lab suggested that the frequency of somatic transposition is similar, 
whereas germinal transposition shows very strong position effect for Ds T-DNA insertion 
sites in that the frequency varies widely ranging from 0 to 65% (Li and Peterson, 
unpublished data). Overall, the high frequency of germinal transposition suggests that 
Ac/Ds system could generate sufficient DSBs in germinal stage to utilize, which is 
encouraging for gene targeting in Arabidopsis. 
 
 
7Ac/Ds transposition to stimulate homologous recombination  
There are also evidences indicating that DSB left behind after Ac/Ds excision can be 
repaired via HR. Evidence has been accumulated that homologous recombination 
induced by Ac/Ds transposition could occur at various scenarios. First, in a SSA pathway, 
Ac/Ds excision induced homologous recombination between flanking direct repeat 
sequences at the P locus in maize (Athma and Peterson, 1991) and at a transgene in 
Arabidopsis with around 1000 fold increase (Xiao and Peterson, 2000). Second, ectopic 
homologous recombination induced by Ac/Ds, in which donor homology present as 
nonallelic in the genome, was observed in tobacco (Shalev and Levy, 1997). Third, Ac/Ds 
could utilize SDSA or OSI pathway by using sister chromatid as template since Ac/Ds 
transposition is supposed to occur at S phase after DNA replication (Ros et al., 2001). For 
example, Ds element formation was demonstrated by abortive Ac-induced gap repair 
through the SDSA pathway (Rubin and Levy, 1997); and the untwinned sectors on 
kernels of maize plants containing Ac inserted in the P gene is generated by homologous 
repair of Ac-induced gap using Ac on sister chromatid as template (Chen et al.., 1992). 
More recently, our lab has characterized one transgenic line that has one third of Ds 
excision events are repair by homologous recombination via OSI pathway (Li and 
Peterson, unpublished data). Such homologous recombination stimulations by 
Ac/Ds-induced DSB, although in different recombination scenarios, have established the 
rationale for gene targeting using Ac/Ds-based system.  
 
COMPARISON OF TWO DSB AGENTS: AC TPASE VS I-SCEI 
ENDONUCLEASE  
Does the frequency of HR differ with the DSB inducing agent? Here we want to compare 
Ac Tpase with another site-specific DSB inducer, I-SceI endonuclease, which has been 
used by Puchta’s group to study DSB repair pathways in plant somatic cells (Puchta, 
1998, 1999; Siebert and Puchta, 2002; Gisler et al., 2002; Orel et al., 2003). Widely 
studied for both DSB agents, Ac and I-SceI bear distinct mechanistic to induce DSBs: a 
hairpin structure as intermediate is presumably involved for the former whereas a direct 
cleavage at its recognition site for the latter (Fig 1). These two DSB agents, although 
sharing common features in generating staggered DSBs and exhibiting various HR 
8enhancements in different scenarios, have quite different characteristics. Contrast and 
comparison between both is made in Table 1. All this makes it intriguing to compare 
these two DSB agents, and given the difficulty to assess efficiency using different 
systems, organisms, or even positions, such comparison is desired to be made more sense 
by directly put in the same locus. 
 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 
The thesis contains five chapters: general introduction (chapter 1), two research papers 
(chapter 2 and chapter 3) and general conclusion (chapter 4). General introduction 
provides background information about the mechanisms of homologous recombination 
and non-homologous end joining, and the repair of double strand breaks induced by 
transposon Ac/Ds and by I-SceI endonuclease. In the first paper, Ac/Ds transposon based 
system was used to achieve gene targeting in Arabidopsis. In the second paper, we made 
comparison between repair of DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision and that of I-SceI 
endonuclease. General conclusion summarized the data of the three papers. 
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TABLES 
Table 1: Comparison of Ac Tpase and I-SceI endonuclease 
 Ac/Ds-induced DSB and repair I-SceI-induced DSB and repair 
DSB agent Ac Transposase Mega endonuclease 
Origin Transposable element, hAT superfamily Mobile intron, group I 
Mechanism Cut-and-paste, intermediate hairpin structure Restrictive cutting 
DSB product Random cut to open hairpin? Staggered 
overhang 
Cohesive ends with 3’ overhang 
DSB timing G1/S phase after DNA replication Presumably cell cycle independent 
NHEJ followed 
DSB induction 
a few bp deletion or insertion (Scott et al., 
1996); has predominant footprint in maize and 
Arabidopsis  (Rinehart et al., 1997)           
~200bp up to ~2kb deletion in  
Arabidopsis (Kirik et al., 2000) 
SSA followed 
DSB induction 
 
~1000 fold enhancement in somatic 
Arabidopsis cells (Xiao and Peterson, 2000) 
~80 fold enhancement in somatic 
Arabidopsis cells (Orel et al., 2003) 
 
SDSA/SSA  1/5 in somatic Arabidopsis cells (Orel et 
al., 2003) 
SSA/NHEJ 
 
Inferred from other system? 
SSA/overall DSB 
 
1/3 in tobacco (Siebert and Puchta, 
2002) 
Overall unique, hairpin intermediate standard 
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FIGURES 
Figure 1: Mechanistically distinct site-specific DSB agents  
Left: transposon Ac/Ds induced DSB via hairpin as intermediate. Right: I-SceI induced 
DSB. DSB: double strand break. 
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ABSTRACT 
The maize transposon Ac/Ds transposes by a "cut and paste" mechanism, leaving a 
site-specific DSB at the Ds locus for repair. Previous studies in maize and Arabidopsis 
showed that Ac/Ds excision can stimulate homologous recombination between tandem 
duplicated repeats and between ectopic homologies. In this study, we tested the efficacy 
of such Ac/Ds excision-induced homologous recombination to achieve gene targeting in 
Arabidopsis.  A defective visual-selective dual marker harboring Ds element is 
transformed into Arabidopsis as target locus, and donor homology is provided by 
Agrobacterium-mediated T-DNA by floral dipping. The DSB inducer Ac is either first 
crossed into target lines or co-transformed with donor T-DNA, and several independent 
germinal recombinants have been recovered from both strategies with gene targeting 
frequency of 0.3-2.0X10(-3).  We also attempted gene targeting by ectopic recombination, 
with donor homology provided by the concomitant integrated T-DNA copies in genome.  
With this approach the gene targeting frequency turns out less than 6.7X10(-6).  Our 
results suggest that Ac/Ds transposon-induced homologous recombination may provide 
an alternative gene targeting strategy. The implications of these results for plant gene 
targeting are discussed.   
 
KEY WORDS: gene targeting, Ac/Ds, Transposable element, double-strand breaks, 
homologous recombination, non-homologous end joining 
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INTRODUCTION 
Gene targeting, the ability to make precise genome modifications at specific 
chromosomal target loci, is of tremendous value in various scenarios in plant biology. 
Gene targeting can be applied in gene function study by creating specific deletions, 
additions, mutations and replacements within endogenous plant genes of interest. By 
introducing transgenes into specific sites in the plant genome, gene targeting could also 
reduce multiple copies, position effect and potential silencing caused by transgene 
transformation. With its ability to circumvent undesirable transgene expression, gene 
targeting is therefore promising to develop high value transgenic crops for crop trait 
engineering. 
 
Gene targeting remains a challenging technology in higher plants in that frequency of 
homologous recombination, the underlying mechanism for gene targeting is extremely 
low. When exogenous DNA integrates into plant genome, homologous recombination 
typically occurs only once every 105 to 107 random events (Halfter et al., 1992; Lee et al., 
1990; Offringa et al., 1990; Miao and Lam, 1995). Various approaches have been 
developed to overcome the extremely low homologous recombination frequency and high 
random integration frequency, including use of a powerful positive-negative selection in 
rice (Thykjaer et al., 1997; Terada et al., 2002; 2004) and enhancement of homologous 
recombination in plants mainly by modulating expression levels of genes involved in 
homologous recombination (Gherbi et al., 2001; Reiss et al., 2000; Shaked et al., 2005; 
Shalev, et al., 1999). Only modest homologous recombination enhancement (2-3 fold), 
however, were detected in most cases. Over-expression of the yeast Rad54 gene was 
associated with a 27 fold increase in gene targeting frequency at a particular locus in 
Arabidopsis (Shaked et al., 2005), and the ability to achieve efficient gene targeting at 
other chromosomal loci is yet to be tested. 
 
Alternatively, enhancement of homologous recombination can be more effectively 
accomplished by generating a DNA Double Strand Break (DSB) at the chromosomal 
target site. In plants, DSB induced homologous recombination can be made efficiently by 
mega-endonucleases I-SceI and I-CeuI with two orders of magnitude increase (Chilton 
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and Que, 2003; Orel et al., 2003; Puchta et al., 1993; Siebert and Puchta 2002), by 
transposon Ac/Ds excision with 1000 fold increase (Xiao and Peterson, 2000) and by 
zinc-finger nuclease (ZFN) with presumably quite high increase (Wright et al., 2005; 
Shukla et al., 2009; Townsend et al., 2009).  Indeed, by using ZFN to achieve high 
frequency of homologous recombination, significant progress has been made in gene 
targeting for plants in recent years, including an endogenous gene in maize (Shukla et al., 
2009), a marker gene and an endogenous gene in tobacco (Wright et al., 2005; Townsend 
et al., 2009). Promising to be a powerful genome modification tool, ZFN mediated DSB 
requires engineered Zinc fingers at a specific chromosomal locus, which remains 
challenging task as the “recognition code” for Zinc fingers to bind specific triplet is not 
yet fully known. Mega-endonuclease also needs to be customized for it to apply in gene 
targeting strategies, and the same problem as ZFN exists for this type of DSB inducers. 
Moreover, the systems that have accomplished efficient gene targeting in plants, 
including by ZFN induction in tobacco (Wright et al., 2005; Townsend et al., 2009) and 
in maize (Shukla et al., 2009) or by positive-negative selection in rice (Terada et al., 2002; 
2004), require a laborious tissue culture system that enables regeneration of heritable 
gene targeting events from single somatic homologous recombination cells. This has 
imposed another limit to apply those gene targeting systems in those easily transformed 
species, for example the model plant organism Arabidopsis. 
 
Besides endonucleases, another efficient DSB agent in plants that remains attractive to be 
tested in gene targeting is transposon Ac/Ds, a member of the hAT (hobo-Ac-Tam3) 
superfamily (for review, see Kunze and Weil, 2002). Ac/Ds can create DSBs at 
chromosomal sites with a presumably “cut-and-paste” transposition mechanism (Kunze, 
1996; Gorbunava and Levy, 1997, 2000).  Evidence has been accumulated that 
homologous recombination induced by Ac/Ds transposition could occur at various 
scenarios. First, Ac/Ds excision induced homologous recombination between flanking 
direct repeat sequences at the P locus in maize (Athma and Peterson, 1991) and at a 
transgene in Arabidopsis with around 1000 fold increase (Xiao and Peterson, 2000). 
Second, ectopic homologous recombination induced by Ac/Ds, in which donor homology 
present as nonallelic in the genome, was observed in tobacco (Shalev and Levy, 1997). 
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Third, Ac/Ds could use sister chromatid as template for homologous recombination 
(Rubin and Levy, 1997) since Ac/Ds transposition is supposed to occur at S phase after 
DNA replication (Ros and Kunze, 2001). Overall, such homologous recombination 
stimulations by Ac/Ds-induced DSB in various recombination scenarios, have established 
the rationale for gene targeting using Ac/Ds-based system. In addition, the high germinal 
frequency of Ac/Ds transposition validated in gene tagging in Arabidopsis (Bancroft et al, 
1992; Grevelding et al, 1992; Fedoroff and Smith 1993; Honma et al, 1993; Smith et al, 
1996) suggests good chance to select gene targeting events at whole plant level and no 
need of a regeneration system. On the other hand, the great wealth of collection lines 
from gene tagging projects could readily provide target loci for Ac/Ds-based gene 
targeting system in Arabidopsis. 
 
In this study, we tested the efficacy of Ac/Ds excision-induced homologous 
recombination to achieve gene targeting in Arabidopsis through Agrobacterium-mediated 
floral dip transformation.  Several independent germinal recombinants have been 
recovered from both strategies with gene targeting frequency of 0.3-2.0X10(-3).  We also 
attempted gene targeting by ectopic recombination, with donor homology provided by the 
concomitant integrated T-DNA copies in genome. The results of this study indicate a gene 
targeting frequency less than 6.7X10(-6).  Our results suggest Ac/Ds transposon induced 
homologous recombination can serve an alterative gene targeting strategy. The 
implications of these results for plant gene targeting are discussed. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Vector Construction 
(1) Target construct:  
A dual reporter system, GUS::NPTII reporter gene was used in this study, and it was 
similar to the binary construct pDW1364 described by (Wright et al., 2005). pDW1364 
has a defective GUS::NPTII gene with 600 bp deletion in the active site for GUS and the 
ATP-binding site of NPTII, and with a sequence containing recognition sites for I-CeuI, 
XmaI and Zif268:FokI subsequently added at the site of deletion (for details see Wright et 
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al., 2005). A Ds transposon element was added into the above XmaI site of pDW1364. 
The inserted Ds element comprises a mini Ds element (Weil and Kunze, 2000) and within 
which the internal sequences. The internal sequences, consisting of the plant 
protoporphyrinogen oxygenase (PPO) promoter (Hanin et al., 2001) and a lox66 site, 
were cloned between the AvaI site internal to 5’Ac and the NcoI site internal to 3’Ac.  
The PPO promoter and lox site cloned within the Ds transposon will provide a target site 
for cre-mediated site specific integration (SSI) to integrate a modified donor molecule at 
the target locus. The target construct in this study, modified from pDW1364 as above and 
designated pEU57, has other common features as pDW1364. It also contains a HPT gene, 
a ColE1 replication origin and a beta-lactamase gene:  the first confers resistance to 
antibiotics hygromycin that allows plant selection; the latter two features allow plasmid 
rescue of chromosomally integrated target genes. 
 
(2) Ac constructs:  
Ac constructs were used to create DNA double strand breaks at Ds element which was 
built into the target construct. A series of Ac constructs with different promoters were 
used in this study.  pLn35SAc (Krishnaswamy and Peterson, unpublished) has 35S 
promoter to drive Ac transposase coding sequence with nos terminator; this plasmid DNA 
also contains the ColE1 replication origin and beta-lactamase gene. The 35S promoter 
was then replaced with Ubi (maize ubiquitin, Christensen et al., 1992), AgL5 (Savidge et 
al., 1995), Spo11 (Hartung et al., 2000) and Act11 (Huang et al., 1997) promoters to 
produce pEU14, pEU15, pEU16 and pEU17 respectively. All these constructs with 
different promoters to drive Ac were cloned into the pCB302 (Xiang et al., 1999), a 
binary vector containing a BAR gene for plant selection. A series of Ac constructs were 
thus produced, designated pEU25, pEU30, pEU34 and pEU38, which specify promoters 
35S, Act11, Ubi and AgL5 respectively.   
 
(3) Donor constructs with and without Ac source:  
A series of donor constructs with different promoters were used in this study depending 
on the strategy used (see Results), all modified from the donor DNA pDW1269 used in 
(Wright et al., 2005). pDW1269 was defective in GUS::NPTII function in that  the 35S 
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promoter and 5’ end of the GUS gene up to the SnaBI site are missing.  
Donor homology introduced together with Ac source 
Such defective pDW1269 structure was cloned into the binary vector pCB302, between 
the Bar marker and Right Border (RB) to produce pEU48. Between the beta-lactamase 
gene and RB of pEU48, the pLn35SAc, pEU14, pEU15, pEU16 and pEU17 were cloned 
in a complementary manner to produce pEU53, pEU55, pEU62, pEU51, pEU49 
respectively. These resultant donor constructs thus have both donor (defective 
GUS::NPTII) and Ac source with various promoters.  
Donor homology exclusively without Ac source included 
For an alternative strategy, Ac source is not included with the donor partner. In this case, 
pDW1269 was inserted into CB302/EU60 and the resultant donor construct was named 
pPPO1269. CB302/EU60 is a binary vector for plant transformation and differs from 
pCB302 only by replacing the Bar marker with a herbicide resistant marker PPO. 
 
Plant transformation 
All the plasmid DNA constructs above were transformed into Agrobacterium strain 
C58C1 (Koncz and Schell, 1986) by electroporation. DNA constructs in Agrobacterium 
were then transformed into Arabidopsis (ecotype Columbia) plants by floral dip method 
(Clough and Bent 1998). Depending on marker genes used for plant selection, primary 
transformants were screened on proper concentration of herbicide or antibiotics: 17.5 
mg/L hygromycin for HPT gene selection, bialaphos 20 mg/L for BAR gene selection 
and 0.01 µM butafenicil for PPO gene selection. 
 
Plant growth and selection 
For sterile growth condition, Arabidopsis plants were grown on 1/2MS 
(Murashige-Skoog) medium with 24 h light and 22-25°C. Appropriate amount of drugs 
were added in 1/2MS medium as above for selection of primary transformants. In 
addition, kanamycin (100 mg/L) was applied for screening of gene targeting events. After 
2 weeks, selected plants were transplanted to soil if needed. When grown in soil, directly 
sown on soil or transplanted from medium, plants were put in growth chamber or growth 
room with 16 h light and 22°C. 
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Histochemical GUS staining 
Seeds were sown on 1/2MS medium for 14 days to 4-leaf stage with appropriate selection 
applied. Whole seedlings were soaked in GUS staining buffer containing 100 mM sodium 
phosphate (pH 7.0), 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 2mM potassium ferrocyanide, 2 mM 
potassium ferricanyanide, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 2 mM X-Gluc 
(5-bromo-chloro-3-indolyl-~-Dglucoronide). Seedlings in GUS buffer were put in 37 °C 
for 48 hours, and then were destained with 70% ethanol for 24 – 48 hours. Seedlings 
were observed under a dissecting microscope. Same staining solution and procedure was 
also applied when GUS staining was performed for particular plant tissues. 
 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
DNA was extracted with CTAB method (Saghai-Maroof et al, 1984) modified for 
Arabidopsis. PCR was performed using TaKaRa Ex Taq DNA polymerase as follows: 
initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 32-35 cycles of denaturation for 30 s, 
annealing for 30 s, extension at 72°C for a 30 s to 3 min, ended by a final 10 min 
extension at 72°C. Annealing temperatures of 55–64°C were used depending on primer 
sequences and extension time was based on PCR product length with 1 min per kb 
product. Primers and sequences used in this study: P1 (EUO130, 
5’-gaaagccgggcaattgctgt-3’) and P2 (XKO22, 5’-gagcaaggtgagataacaggaga-3’). Border 
verification primers: XKO12 (5- gcattcaccattacaacttctctc-3’) flanking LB and XKO13 
(5’tgagaaaatgccgacaaaaccagc 3’) flanking RB for target line 616; XKO14 
(5’-cgcagtttgaatttacgatttg-3’) flanking LB and XKO15 (5’-gtcttcaacattgggttctccttt-3’) 
flanking RB for target line 617; and XKO16 (5’-agccaaatgagataagtgtaataa-3’) flanking 
RB and XKO17 (5’-tgttgggaaaaagaggaaatgaga-3’) flanking LB for target line 618. 
 
Southern hybridization 
Southern blotting analyses were performed according to Sambrook et al. (1989). 
Genomic DNA extracted from Arabidopsis leaves (about 10 µg) was digested with proper 
restrictive enzyme(s), electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose gels (SeaKem LE, FMC, 
Rockland, ME) and then transferred to nylon membrane (Zeta probe GT, BioRad, 
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Hercules, CA). Southern hybridization was performed using [α-32P]-radioactively 
labeled probe DNA (RPN1607, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ). The 
membrane was hybridized and washed under high-stringency conditions with 0.1× SSC 
and 0.5% SDS at 65°C. 
 
 
RESULTS 
A transposon Ac/Ds-based system for gene targeting in Arabidopsis 
To enable the identification of both germ-line inherited and somatic recombination events, 
a dual reporter system GUS::NPTII (Wright et al., 2005) was modified and introduced 
into Arabidopsis. It is a translational fusion between beta-glucuronidase (GUS) and 
neomycin phosphotransferase (NPTII). When expressed in plant cells, the functional 
GUS::NPTII fusion protein both turns cells blue when incubated in appropriate substrates 
(Datla et al., 1991) and confers kanamycin resistance.  Taking advantage of this dual 
reporter gene, a transposon Ac/Ds based system for gene targeting was developed. The 
fusion protein was first rendered non-functional by deleting 600 bp that encompass 
coding sequences for the active sites of both GUS and NPTII, which leads to a 3’ 
truncated GUS and 5’ truncated NPTII gene. At the site of deletion, a Ds transposon 
element was then introduced (Figure 1A) that upon supplying the Ac source (Ac 
transposase), Ac/Ds excision can create a double strand break (DSB) at the defective 
target gene. To repair the defective GUS::NPTII target gene undergone DSB induction for 
a gene targeting purpose, a donor homology is supplied for homologous recombination 
repair. The homology of donor molecules is wild type GUS::NPTII sequence excluding 
the promoter and first exon (pDW1269; Wright et al., 2005).  Such structure can 
minimize the chance that random integration into the plant chromosome during 
transformation could confer kanamycin resistance or GUS activity. The donor molecule 
shares 4.3 kb of homology overall with the chromosomal target locus, with 1.3 kb 
upstream and 3 kb downstream of the break where Ds element is inserted.  The target, 
donor and the resulting recombinant structures and the associated phenotypes are 
described in figure 1A.   
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With same sequence of donor homology, a series of donor T-DNA strains were used in 
which different components were further added onto the donor homology. In one scenario, 
a marker gene, BAR in this case, to determine the transformation efficiency (T-DNA 
random integration frequency) and a gene encoding Ac transposase to generate a specific 
DSB at the Ds site were both included in same donor T-DNA as donor homology (Figure 
1B). Alternatively, only the marker gene to determine transformation efficiency, PPO in 
this case, was included in same donor T-DNA as donor homology, while the Ac source 
was introduced into target line separately (Figure 1C). In both scenarios, various 
promoters were used to drive Ac transposase, including constitutive promoters CaMV35S 
(35S) and maize Uniquitin1 (Ubi), and floral tissue specific promoters AgL5, Act11 and 
Spo11.  
 
Screening and characterization of germinal recombinants: free T-DNA as donor 
The defective dual reporter target construct, pEU57 (see Method), was introduced into 
Arabidopsis using Agrobacterium-mediated floral dip transformation.  Transformants 
were screened by Southern blot and segregation analysis of hygromycin resistance, and 
three single-copy target lines were identified, namely 616, 617 and 618.  Plasmid rescue 
was performed on the integrated constructs to map the genomic insertion site in each of 
the three lines.  All the lines have full length T-DNA and precise T-DNA/chromosome 
junction with integration into genic region. Additionally, as designed, an artificial intron 
(AI, see figure 1) was inserted into the GUS coding sequence to aid in RT-PCR 
experiments. All three lines were tested by RT-PCR and the defective fusion gene of each 
line was found normally transcribed (data not shown).    
 
Free T-DNA supplied by Agrobacterium mediated transformation is used as donor 
homology for the target loci. Two different strategies were used (figure 2): donor 
co-transformed with Ac in the same T-DNA, or donor T-DNA alone transformed into 
crossing lines of target and Ac. In strategy I, target lines 616, 617, and 618 directly were 
re-transformed with Agrobacterium strains containing donor sequences and an Ac 
transposase gene on the T-DNA (vectors with various promoters including 35S, Ubi, 
AgL5, Spo11 and Act11 to drive Ac respectively; see method).  In strategy II, Ac 
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transposase-expressing lines were crossed with the target lines 616, 617, and 618.  The 
progeny that contain both Ac and the target line were then re-transformed with an 
Agrobacterium strain containing the donor sequences and marker gene (vector 
pPPO1269). Ac lines were obtained by transforming Ac constructs (with various 
promoters including 35S, Act11, Ubi and AgL5 to drive Ac respectively; see Method) into 
Arabidopsis and screened by Southern blot and segregation analysis of Bar resistance for 
each promoter. Single-copy Ac lines were used for crossings.  
 
A general gene targeting screening procedure is described for both strategies (Figure 2). A 
small portion of seeds were screened, with Bar for strategy I and PPO strategy II, to 
determine the transformation frequency of each transformation. The remaining seeds 
were screened with Kanamycin (Kan) for kanamycin resistant (kan-r) plants, which in 
turn were then subject to GUS staining, molecular characterization and progeny analysis 
to verify true gene targeting events. Gene targeting frequency is taken as number of gene 
targeting events per number of putative transformants estimated from transformation 
frequency. 
 
All data of two approaches were compiled by target lines (Table 1; see Table s1, s2 and 
s3). Given only a few gene targeting events were obtained for the various donor T-DNA 
strains which differ from each other only by Ac promoter, it is not possible to infer which 
donor, or specifically which promoter, can achieve high frequency of homologous 
recombination. Hence data of different Ac sources for each target line was pooled 
together. Overall, with strategy I, among a total of 1.53 X 106 seeds screened, 6.9 X 103 
were taken as putative transformants based on transformation frequencies typically 
ranging from 0.3% to 1.1% (Table s1, s2 and s3).  Upon kanamycin screening, 87 kan-r 
seedlings were obtained. Further GUS staining, molecular characterization and progeny 
analysis (not shown) indicate that only 2 have pure blue staining pattern and their target 
sites are modified by homologous recombination and thus are considered gene targeting 
events. Other kan-r plants were promoter trap events – in this case the promoterless donor 
T-DNA happens to integrate into vicinity of an endogenous gene’s promoter region that 
renders the fused NPTII protein functional. Out of up to 7000 putative transformants 
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which were capable of taking up donor T-DNA, 2 are homologous recombination events 
and the rest are supposedly random T-DNA integration (illegitimate recombination) 
events, translating into a gene targeting frequency of 0.3X 10-3. For strategy II, likewise, 
7 gene targeting events were obtained from 0.62 X 106 seeds, representing 3.6 X 103 
putative transformants, leading to a gene targeting frequency of 2.0 X 10-3. By 
comparison of these two strategies, the seven fold difference suggests that having Ac 
transposase in the target lines prior to the introduction of donor DNA could increase the 
frequency of germinal recombinants.   
 
Molecular characterization of germinal recombination events 
All the Kan-r plants recovered were GUS stained and then molecularly characterized. 
Pure blue staining plants were indicative of putative gene targeting events, while plants 
with blue sectors were classified as promoter trap or escape events.  Plants with patchy 
staining pattern may also come from a germinal recombination event, but with unstable 
GUS expression. Consistent with whole-plant GUS staining, not all the PCR positive 
plants showing blue sector pattern are germinal recombinants. Some representative PCR 
results are shown in Figure 3A. For promoter trap events, the 3.1 kb band of unmodified 
target locus is amplified unless it is segregated (for example FD22.3, Figure 3);  the 1.8 
kb band of Ds excision followed with end joining and the  2.4 kb band of homologous 
recombination may also be amplified depending on Ac source’s presence and expression. 
The 2.4 kb and 1.8 kb bands are from somatic events and thus have relatively weaker 
intensities than the 3.1 kb band resulting from promoter trap events. For germinal 
recombinants, only the 2.4 kb band is amplified in case of hemizygous target locus (for 
example FD22.2 and FD22.5, Figure 3) and as intense as 3.1 kb in case of homozygous 
target locus. The 2.4 kb PCR products of these germinal recombinants were digested with 
a diagnostic restrictive enzyme XhoI and were further sequenced to reconfirm 
homologous recombination in the target loci (data not shown).  
 
One putative germinal recombinant (FD22.5) and one promoter trap event (FD22.1), 
together with their unmodified target line 617, were further characterized by Southern 
blot.  The results are consistent to the predicted diagnostic pattern (Figure 3C), 
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indicating that the recombination event occurred at the intended chromosomal target 
locus and was not a “hit and run” event located elsewhere in the genome. In contrast, the 
promoter event FD22.1 has same pattern as unmodified target line 617 except the 
integrated T-DNA copy.   
 
Ac/Ds excision induced ectopic homologous recombination for gene targeting 
Recombination between nonallelic homologous sequences, or ectopic recombination, is 
stimulated when assisted with DSBs either induced by Ac/Ds with rate of 10-3-10-5 
(Shalev and Levy, 1997) or I-SceI endonuclease with rate of 10-5 (Puchta, 1999) in 
somatic tobacco tissues. As germ cells in plants arise late in development, genomic 
change in somatic tissues could have chance to pass onto germinal cell lines (Walbot, 
1996). It is attractive to test the possibility of recovering germinal recombinants by 
screening a large number of plants capable of inducing high ectopic recombination 
assisted by Ac/Ds excision in Arabidopsis. Different from using free 
Agrobacterium-mediated T-DNA as donor template as in above two strategies, ectopic 
recombination makes use of the concomitant integrated T-DNA copy in genome as donor.  
 
Primary transfomants (T1 generation) of donor/Ubi::Ac T-DNA into the target line 616 
were obtained with Bar selection; these transformants thus have same target locus yet 
with different copies and inserted positions of donor/Ac T-DNA. T1 plants were 
self-pollinated and harvested individually.  T2 progenies of each primary transformant 
were then tested to determine the somatic ectopic recombination frequency by GUS 
staining (Figure S4). The average ectopic recombination frequency induced by Ac/Ds is 
0.136 blue sectors/seedling (average 41 sectors out of 300 seedlings), in good agreement 
with previous Ac/Ds-induced ectopic recombination in somatic tobacco cells, 0.140 blue 
sectors/seedling (173 out of a total of 1266 seedlings, Shalev and Levy, 1997). Significant 
difference of blue sectors per seedling exists among these progenies (Figure s4), 
indicating position effect and/or copy number of donor homology likely impacts somatic 
ectopic recombination frequency.  
 
One line (4.48) exhibiting the highest somatic ectopic recombination was identified.  It 
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has 10 fold higher than the average number of blue sectors per seedling and 7 fold higher 
than the average percentage of plants showing blue sectors (Figure s4). As higher somatic 
recombination frequency hypothetically gives higher chance to recover germinal 
recombinant, this line was chosen for screening gene target events. Up to 150,000 T2 and 
T3 seeds which bear target locus, Ac source and donor DNA were screened in Kan plates. 
No germinal recombinant was recovered, suggesting a frequency less than 6.7 X 10-6 
(Table 2). In an ectopic recombination system induced by I-SceI in tobacco, 4 
recombinants out of 5.8X 105 transformed cells were recovered, leading to frequency of 
6.9 X 10-6 (Puchta, 1999). In this study, a comparable number of transformed events were 
screened yet no recombinants were recovered, indicating ectopic recombination is less 
efficient in germinal tissues, and/or that Arabidopsis and tobacco may use distinct 
mechanisms for repair of DSBs (Kirik et al., 2000). Additionally, this may be caused by 
the distinct nature of repairing DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision and by I-SceI (Kuang 
and Peterson, in prep). 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
Ac/Ds induced homologous recombination for gene targeting in Arabidopsis 
In this study, we utilized transposon Ac/Ds excision induced homologous recombination 
as a basis for developing an efficient method for gene targeting in Arabidopsis. Several 
independent putative gene targeting events have been recovered with 
Agrobacterium-mediated floral dip transformation method, translating to frequency of 
(0.3-3) × 10-3. A recent ZFN-induced gene targeting a different genomic locus in 
Arabidopsis through floral dip transformation, with similar strategy of donor delivery and 
expressing DSB agent as strategy II in this study, has achieved similar gene targeting 
frequency of 10-3 (de Pater et al., 2009). Compared to the unassisted homologous 
recombination events as 10-5 to 10-7 in plants (Paszkowski et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1990; 
Offringa et al., 1990; Halfter et al., 1992; Hrouda and Paszkowski, 1994; Miao and Lam, 
1995; Risseeuw et al., 1995; Hanin et al., 2001), Ac has reasonable enhancement with 
10-10,000 fold increase of homologous recombination in gene targeting scenario.  
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The dual reporter system was also previously described in tobacco protoplasts for gene 
targeting mediated by ZFN (Wright et al., 2005), in which high frequency over 10% was 
achieved. With exactly the same DSB site and homologous recombination substrates (in 
sequence and length) in both systems, the distinct gene targeting frequencies between 
both systems arise from several potential aspects: target species, target tissues/cells and 
DSB agent.  Species dependent DSB repair has been demonstrated using Arabidopsis 
and tobacco (Kirik et al., 2000). A comparison between repair of DSBs induced by Ac 
transposase and I-SceI mega-endonuclease in somatic and germinal cells suggests DSB 
repair pathway utilization is both tissue specific and DSB agent specific, with Ac favors 
illegitimate recombination by end joining and/or represses homologous recombination. 
(Kuang and Peterson, in prep). The intrinsic nature of ZFN induced DSB type, a direct 
cleavage at recognition site, should be no different from that of mega-endonuclease, but 
bear much difference from that of Ac/Ds excision which has an intermediate hairpin 
structure prior to DSB formation. We believe multiple factors have contributed to the not 
as high gene targeting frequency in our system, including DSB agent type, target cells, 
and possibly species difference. 
 
Another interesting difference between both studies is the frequency of so-called 
promoter trap events, caused by the promoterless donor copy integrated into genome and 
measured by Kanamycin resistance but no GUS expression. In tobacco, promoter trap 
events as a fraction of ZFN assisted Kan-r equals 0.29 (3.2 X 10-4 versus 11.0 X 10-4, 
Table 1, Wright et al., 2005). In this study, this fraction equals 0.94 (85 out of 87 and 68 
out of 75 combined, Table 1). Indeed the donor constructs in this study contain an extra 
selective marker gene in front of the promoterless fusion protein (Figure 1B, 1C), which 
is expected to greatly reduce the promoter trap fraction. The fact a much higher fraction 
was observed in Arabidopsis in this study is thought to be mainly caused by a much 
higher gene density in Arabidopsis (25,000-30,000 genes out of 125 Mb genome size) 
than that in tobacco (25,000-50,000 genes out of approximately 4,500 Mb genome size). 
 
Ac transposase expression with different promoters 
A variety of promoters were used to drive Ac transposase the DSB agent in this study 
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including constitutive and floral tissue specific promoters, with the aim to test any 
difference among those promoters in terms of gene targeting frequency. It is hypothesized 
that floral tissue specific promoters can generate DSBs for repair exclusively in 
reproductive cells and thus enhance germinal homologous recombination frequency.  
Our results that most of the putative gene targeting events were recovered from 
constitutive promoters (Table s1, s2 and s3) suggests the stimulatory effect of floral tissue 
specific promoters, if any, would be mild. Germinal recombinants may be derived from 
cells of multiple stages: pre-meiotic, meiotic and post-meiotic at 1-cell zygotic stage. It 
has been shown Ac/Ds germinal excision does not stimulate meiotic recombination 
(Dooner and Martinez-Ferez, 1997). It is tempting to speculate homologous 
recombination for gene targeting events occurs in pre-meiotic or post-meiotic stage, 
where constitutive promoters to drive Ac transposase may have better chance to induce 
chromosomal breaks at target sites. 
 
The efficiencies of different promoters to drive Ac transposase for Ac/Ds excision 
induced DSB in somatic Arabidopsis cells were also compared. All the three target lines 
show similar Ds excision pattern under promoters 35S and Ubi, Ac/Ds shows very strong 
excision activity whereas with AgL5 promoter, as expected, Ac/Ds shows extremely low 
excision if any, same as in the case of no Ac source present (Figure 4). Interestingly, 
Act11 promoter for driving Ac transposase also exhibits a rather high somatic DSB 
generation frequency, indicating it is not only strongly expressed in reproductive tissues 
(Huang et al., 1997), but active in vegetative tissues.   
 
Overall, that gene targeting events are solely recovered from Ac source under promoters 
of 35S, Ubi and Act 11 is consistent to their capacities to generate DSBs in this study.  
This indicates that DSB generation efficiency induced by Ac/Ds excision is not a rate 
limiting factor, and broadly, that DSB induction is efficient means to enhance 
homologous recombination.  
 
Donor DNA delivery and its relative timing to DSB availability 
We have tried two donor DNA delivery methods in this study: free T-DNA mediated by 
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Agrobacterium and ectopic T-DNA copies integrated into genome. The ectopic 
recombination seems not an efficient way due to a very limited donor copies available for 
repair, with physical distance potentially far from the DSB site. In contrast, donor 
delivery by free T-DNA copies provides overwhelming amount and presumably single 
strand DNAs that can serve desired homologous recombination substrates. T-DNA is 
delivered into target locus with two strategies: co-transformed together with DSB agent, 
or transformed separately with DSB agent pre-existed in target cells.  
 
The first strategy requires free T-DNA copies linger in the nucleus until DSB is made 
available by transient expression of DSB agent co-introduced with donor homology. The 
second strategy hypothesizes that there exist a portion of DSBs that are being freshly 
created as substrates ready for repair when exogenous donors are supplied, and that 
ensuing homologous recombination outcompetes illegitimate recombination with broken 
end joining.  We have recovered gene targeting events with both strategies, the latter 
slightly more effective than the first, suggesting both scenarios are likely and that the 
DSB timing relative to donor DNA presentation can affect the frequency of germinal 
recombinant plants. 
 
Factors to achieve efficient gene targeting 
A gene targeting system entails efficient donor DNA delivery to target locus before a 
DSB is repaired illegitimately, and such event can be developed into a genetically 
identical and heritable plant.  Fulfillment of several independent events is implied: (i) 
DSB is induced at target site; (ii) donor DNA is both spatial and temporal available when 
DSB is repaired (iii) DSB repaired by gene conversion using donor DNA as template; and 
(iv) target cell is able to develop into germinal lines. An efficient gene targeting system 
should possess high efficiency or be able to overcome any bottlenecks in all the steps.  
 
While donor homology is generally believed to be sufficiently provided with current 
methods in either plasmid DNA electroporation or Agrobacterium mediated T-DNA, the 
number of DSBs contained in target cells as the other substrate partner and/or the 
development of germinal lines may be rate limiting. Choosing proper target cell/tissue 
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type is therefore crucial because it specifies the efficiency and the ability to generate a 
great number of DSBs, the efficiency to repair by homologous recombination via gene 
conversion and the ease to develop into germinal lines. If regeneration of single somatic 
event into germinal line is routine work and widely accepted in a particular research 
community, somatic cells in tissue culture (protoplasts, calli) should be good targets in 
that the huge number of cells can mitigate the low homologous recombination in plants. 
In contrast, floral dipping in plants like Arabidopsis in this study avoids labor-consuming 
tissue culture, but the number of DSBs (the number of primary transformants) turns out 
to be the rate limiting factor. For floral dipping favored species, inducible promoter to 
optimize timing control of DSB formation/repair at the desired cell stage (pre-meiotic 
germ cells, meiotic and 1-cell zygotic cells) may improve developing single event to a 
germinal line.  
 
Another approach that could be used to improve gene targeting is Site-Specific 
Integration (SSI). It converts the trans recombination scenario in gene targeting, where 
homologous recombination follows gene conversion, into a cis tandem repeat scenario, 
where homologous recombination follows single strand annealing (SSA) pathway. SSA 
pathway is 10 fold preferentially utilized than gene conversion in germinal tissues 
especially for Ac/Ds excision induced DSB repair (Kuang and Peterson, in prep). The lox 
sites embedded in our Ds element (see Methods) should allow testing this SSI approach 
using the Cre-lox system (Ow, 2002).  Modulation of expression of genes involved in 
DSB repair in the context of DSB induction could also shed light on improvement of 
gene targeting tools.  
 
Overall, Ac/Ds transposon induced homologous recombination in this study shows 
reasonable enhancement in gene targeting frequency. The great wealth of Ac/Ds 
collection lines from gene tagging projects in Arabidopsis, rice and maize makes this 
Ac/Ds based system for gene targeting readily available in these organisms. Upon further 
optimization, this system shall serve alternative gene targeting strategy for plants. 
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TABLES 
   Table 1: Frequency of homologous recombination induced by Ac/Ds excision 
 
Strategy I: 
Donor and Ac Tpase in the same T-DNA to transform target lines 
Strategy II: 
Donor as T-DNA to transform target lines crossed with Ac stable lines 
Target 
locus 
Seeds 
screened 
Number of 
transformants Kan-r 
GUS+ 
(pure 
blue) 
PCR+ Total germinal 
recombinants  
Seeds 
screened 
Number of 
transformants Kan-r 
GUS+ 
(pure 
blue) 
PCR+ 
Total 
germinal 
recombinants 
616 546,000 2,497 41 1a 1 1 92,000 788 14 1a 1 1 
617 339,000 2,022 20 0 0 0 372,000 1,701 33 6 b 2 6 
618 643,000 2,405 26 1 1 1 155,000 1,078 28 0 0 0 
total 1,528,000 6,924 87 2  619,000 3,567 75 7 
freq DSB induction after T-DNA: 0.3X 10-3 DSB available to T-DNA:  2.0X 10-3 
   
a: GUS staining shown patchy blue (not pure blue). Pure blue tissues in progeny and PCR confirmed. 
b. Due to plate contamination, among which 4 Kan-r seedlings were whole-plant stained pure blue and thus not available for further PCR analysis.  
 
 
Table 2: DSB induced ectopic recombination to achieve gene targeting 
 Somatic homologous recombination Germinal screening 
  Total no. Hyg/Bar-r seedlings Total no. blue sectors Average no. of 
blue spots per 
seedling 
 Seedlings 
screened 
Kan-r event Gene targeting  frequency 
4.48 population 300 440 1.47 1.5 X 105 0 < 6.7 X 10-6 
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FIGURES 
Figure1: Schematic representation of recombination constructs. Constructs are not 
drawn to scale. (A) Target, donor and the resulting recombinant structures and associated 
phenotypes. Ds transposon element is flanked by a defective fusion dual marker. The 
HPT gene confers resistance to hygromycin for target line selection. The GUS gene turns 
cells blue upon incubation in appropriate solution and NPTII gene confers resistance to 
kanamycin. The ori/bla segment is used for plasmid rescue of the T-DNA insertion locus. 
Only the homology part is drawn for donor constructs for simplicity. P1 and P2 are 
primer sets used to amplify diagnostic fragments of different repair products. Positions of 
EcoRV (R) and HindIII (H) sites and sizes of expected fragments are indicated. The bars 
aligned with constructs are used as probe for Southern hybridization. LB and RB are the 
left- and right-border T-DNA sequence. (B) Full length of donor constructs with selective 
marker Bar gene (conferring resistance to bialaphos) and Ac transposase with various 
promoters. (C) Full length of donor constructs with selective marker PPO which confers 
resistance to butafenacil only (upper); and Ac constructs with different promoters 
(bottom). Pro: various promoters are used including 35S, Ubi, Spo11, Act11 and AgL5. 
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Figure 2: experimental design and procedure. Two strategies were used. Strategy I: 
DSB agent Ac introduced simultaneously with donor homology in same T-DNA strain. 
Strategy II: DSB induction prior to introduction of donor homology.   
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Figure 3: Molecular characterization of putative germinal recombinants 
Upper: PCR of Kanamycin resistant seedlings. Primers are P1 and P2 (Figure 1A). 3.1 kb 
band represents Ds present, 2.4 kb band indicates Ds excision followed by homologous 
recombination and 1.8 kb band Ds excision followed by illegitimate recombination with 
end joining. The bottom band is non-specific. M: 1 kb ladder; CK+: plasmid DNA 
containing functional GUS::NPTII as positive control. FD22 kan-r: kan-r plants 
recovered from floral dipping crossing plants of target line 617 and Ubi::Ac line with 
donor T-DNA; 5 Kan-r plants were shown.   Likewise, FD9 comes from floral dipping 
target 616 with Spo11::Ac/donor T-DNA; FD14: floral dipping target 616 with 
35S::Ac/donor T-DNA. FD22.2 and FD22.5 are putative germinal recombinants while 
others promoter trap events. 
Bottom: Southern blot for target line 617 based Kan-r plants. FD22.1 is a promoter trap 
event and FD22.5 a true gene targeting event. Left: Southern blot by EcoRV (hybridized 
by red bar represented 35Shyg, Figure 1A) and by HindIII (hybridized by brown bar 
represented brown bar SNP, Figure 1A). Right: samples, Restrictive enzyme flanking 617 
target locus and diagnostic pattern. 
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Figure 4: Ac/Ds excision induced DSBs with various promoters in somatic tissues. 
PCR primers are P1 and P2 (Figure 1A). For each PCR reaction, DNA template is prepared 
from pooled leaf samples of ~150 crossing plants of target lines and Ac expressing lines. 
Experiments were replicated using independent DNA samples. 3.1 kb band represents Ds 
present whereas 1.8 kb band Ds excision promoted by Ac transposase. The bottom band in 
each PCR reaction is non-specific.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 
I. Supplemental data of gene targeting for three target lines 
Km screening for germinal recombinants: For all Ac lines crossed with the three target lines, Ubi::Ac: line 285; 35S::Ac: line 370; 35S::Ac2: line 357; 
Act11::Ac: line 237; Agl5::Ac: line 289 and Agl5::Ac2: line 448. All these Ac lines were obtained by transforming Ac constructs into Arabidopsis Columbia, 
and identified as single copy lines by Southern blot and segregation analysis. 
a: seed number is estimated by weight, approximately 50,000 seeds per gram. 
b: multiply total seeds and transformation efficiency.  ¾ to adjust for strategy I; 5/8 to adjust for strategy II as Bar and Hyg test unlinked between target 
locus and Ac locus. 
S1. data compilation for target line 616 
Experiment Total 
seeds 
screened
a
  
Transformation 
efficiency  
# of putative 
transformants
b
 
# of Kan-r 
seedlings 
(survived) 
GUS 
staining 
pure blue 
PCR  
positive 
comment 
Target line Donor T-DNA ID# 
616 Ubi::Ac/donor I 15,000 0.8% 120 (510)* 0 -- --  
  II 17,000 0.7% 120 0 -- --  
  III 39,000 0.84% 180 0 -- --  
 35S::Ac/donor I 125,000 0.95% 1,180 29 0 0  
  II 110,000 0.3% 300 6(3) 0 0  
 Act11::Ac/donor I 30,000 0.24% 72 3(2) 0 1 27.2 
 Spo11::Ac/donor I 93,500 0.24% 225 1 0 0  
 AgL5::Ac/donor I 121,000 0.25% 300 3(2) 0 0  
   
 
      
616 X Ubi::Ac F1 donor I 57,000 1.0% 430 7 0 0  
616 X 35S::Ac F1 donor I 18,500 1.12% 155 5(4) 0 --  
 donor II 2,500 0.36% 8 2 0 1 25.2 
616X Agl5::Ac F1 donor I 16,500 1.12% 120 0 -- --  
616X Agl5::Ac2 F1 donor I 28,000 0.36% 75 1 0 0  
*: other 390 (510-120=390) putative transformants were not screened by kanamycin, but by direct GUS staining whole plants to screen for germinal 
recombinants instead. 
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S2: data compilation for target line 617 
Experiment Total seeds 
screened
a
  
Transformation 
efficiency  
# of putative 
transformants
b
 
# of Kan-r 
seedlings 
(survived) 
GUS 
staining 
pure blue 
PCR  
positive 
comment 
Target line Donor T-DNA ID# 
617 Ubi::Ac/donor I 65,000 0.42% 273 2(1) 0 0  
  II 79,000 0.8% 630 3(1) 0 0  
  III 38,000 0.88% 334 2(1) 0 0  
 Spo11::Ac/donor I 120,000 0.5% 600 10(9) 0 0  
  II 41,000 0.45% 185 2(1) 0 0  
           
617 X Ubi::Ac 
F1 
donor I 
57,500 
1.1% 500 8(8) 6 (*) 2 22.2; 22.5 
F2, Hyg and 
Bar 
donor II 
38,000 
0.48% 114 12 0 0  
 donor III 38,500 0.4% 96 2 0 0  
 donor IV 22,500 0.4% 56 1 0 0  
 donor V 80,000 0.64% 320 5 0 0  
 donor VI 53,000 0.55% 172 1 0   
F3 donor VIII 115,000 0.35% 390 1 0   
           
617 X 35S::Ac 
F2 
donor I 
41,000 
0.84% 215 2(1) 0 0  
 donor II 65,000 0.84% 330 5(3) 0 0  
617 
XAct11::Ac 
F1 
donor I 
79,000 
0.32% 70 1(0) 0 0  
*: 4 were undergone whole-seedling GUS staining and thus no molecular characterization data available for them. 
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S3: data compilation for target line 618: 
Experiment Total seeds 
screened
a
  
Transformation 
efficiency  
# of putative 
transformants
b
 
# of Kan-r 
seedlings 
(survived) 
GUS 
staining 
pure blue 
PCR  
positive 
comment 
Target line Donor T-DNA ID# 
618 Ubi::Ac/donor  60,500 0.68% 415 9(8) 0 0  
 35S::Ac/donor I 76,500 0.6% 460 2(1) 0 0  
  II 84,000 0.53 440 3 1 1 32.2 
 Act11::Ac/donor I 41,500 0.25% 100 1 0 0  
  II 98,000 0.3% 210 4(3) 0 --  
 Spo11::Ac/donor I 132,500 0.3% 400 6(5) 0 --  
 Agl5::Ac/donor I 152,000 0.25% 380 3 0 --  
          
618 X Ubi::Ac F2 donor I 39,500 0.92% 200 8(7) 0 --  
618 X 35S::Ac F2 donor I 38,000 1.12% 266 2(1) 0 0  
618 X 35S::Ac2 F2 donor I 19,500 0.28% 34 3 0 --  
618 XAct11::Ac F1 donor I 81,000 0.8% 486 18(14) 0 0  
618X Agl5::Ac F1 donor I 13,000 0.56% 54 0 0 0  
618X Agl5::Ac2 F2 donor I 30,500 0.2% 38 1 0 --  
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II. Ectopic recombination 
Figure S4: distribution of blue sectors for target line 616 with different donor T-DNA 
reintegrations: ectopic recombination.  Upper: percentage of plants showing blue 
sectors among seedlings stained for different ectopic populations; bottom: average number 
of blue sectors per seedling for different ectopic populations. 
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ABSTACT 
Multiple pathways are used to repair Double Strand Breaks (DSBs), including 
Nonhomologous End Joining (NHEJ) and Homologous Recombination (HR) which can 
take Single Strand Annealing (SSA) or Gene Conversion (GC) pathway. DSB repair in 
plants has been extensively studied using site-specific DSB agents, including two 
mechanistically different inducers transposon Ac/Ds and endonuclease I-SceI. A direct 
comparison between Ac/Ds and I-SceI in DSB repair, however, is lacking due to the 
diversity of systems used among previous studies. In addition, only a few DSB repair 
studies addressed germinal recombination frequencies. In this study, we developed three 
constructs (HRS1, 2 and 3) that allow comparison of multiple pathways for repair of 
DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision and by I-SceI cutting at the same chromosomal loci. 
The results show that differential pathway utilization exists between the repair of Ac/Ds 
excision and I-SceI induced DSBs: (i) In somatic tissues, Ac/Ds induced HR 
preferentially utilizes SSA and/or represses GC 4 fold higher than I-SceI; (ii) In germinal 
tissues, repair of Ac/Ds induced DSBs favors NHEJ and strongly represses HR by 2 to 3 
orders magnitude, whereas I-SceI-induced DSBs are repaired equally by NHEJ and HR; 
(iii) Furthermore, Ac/Ds induced germinal HR preferentially utilizes SSA and/or 
represses GC 5 fold higher than I-SceI; and (iv) germinal tissues preferentially utilize 
SSA 3 fold higher than GC compared to somatic tissues for both Ac/Ds and I-SceI 
induced HR. Despite these inequalities, a roughly positive correlation exists between 
somatic and germinal HR frequencies for both Ac/Ds and I-SceI-induced DSBs. Overall, 
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DSB repair pathway and frequency is strongly affected by both cell type (somatic vs. 
germinal) and DSB agent. The striking difference of repair pathway utilization between 
Ac/Ds and I-SceI suggests specific role(s) of Ac/Ds in DSB repair. The hairpin 
intermediate generated prior to DSB formation, or Ac transposase per se, may promote 
NHEJ and SSA and/or repress GC. These results provide new insight into how 
transposons affect genome structure and also shed light on the biology of DSB-induced 
HR that may facilitate the development of genome modification tools for plants.  
 
Key words: DSB repair, transposon, Ac/Ds, mega-endonuclease, I-SceI, NHEJ, SSA, 
Gene conversion 
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INTRODUCTION 
DNA Double Strand Breaks (DSBs) are major lesion in cells and must be repaired for 
cells to survive. DSBs can be repaired by two major pathways:  Homologous 
Recombination (HR), or Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ).  Depending on the 
homology availability and template configuration, HR can follow Single Strand 
Annealing (SSA), a non-conservative pathway, or Gene Conversion (GC) via Synthesis 
Dependent Stand Annealing (SDSA), a conservative pathway.  Moreover, One Side 
Invasion (OSI) model, a combination of NHEJ at one end and HR at the other, has been 
described for repair of DSB in somatic plant cells (Puchta et al., 1996). While NHEJ is 
typically error prone and HR error free, HR pathway can also lead to major genome 
arrangement. Depending on different pathway utilization, the outcome could thus be 
conservative or mutagenic to variable extents. DSB therefore acts as a key intermediate 
substrate in maintenance of genome integrity and variability.  
 
Genomic DSBs can be generated randomly or site specifically. Random DSB inducers 
include various sources: environmental factors such as ionizing radiation and oxygen free 
radicals; chemical reagents such as Mitomycin C (MMC), methyl methane sulphonate 
(MMS), bleomycin and cisplatin; and biological process such as DNA replication fork 
failure and Spo11 activity in meiosis. In contrast, site-specific DSB inducers recognize a 
particular segment of DNA sequence to generate DSB for repair, and site-specific DSB 
repair is thus of particular significance in genomic tool development.  
 
Two types of site specific DSB agents in plants include DNA transposons and 
endonucleases.  DNA transposons generally comprise autonomous and non-autonomous 
elements. The autonomous element encodes transposase to excise corresponding 
non-autonomous elements.  Among transposons in plants, the maize Ac/Ds system is 
most extensively studied and has been introduced into many other heterologous species 
(Bancroft et al., 1992; Grevelding et al., 1992; Fedoroff and Smith, 1993; Sundaresan et 
al., 1995; Meissner et al., 2000; Weil and Kunze, 2000). Transposon Ac/Ds is a member 
of the hAT superfamily (for review, see (Kunze and Weil, 2002)). The autonomous 
element Ac encodes Ac transposase (Tpase) to promote transposition of non-autonomous 
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Ds elements, during which a hairpin structure is thought to be involved as an intermediate. 
Indeed, such hairpin structure was well evidenced in another hAT element Hermes (Zhou 
et al., 2004), linking hAT element transposition to V(D)J recombination. In contrast, 
endonucleases make direct cleavage at their recognition sites to generate staggered DSB 
directly. In plants, the rare-cutting mega-endonuclease I-SceI from S. cerevisiae has been 
extensively studied in various DSB repair scenarios (for review, see (Puchta, 2005)).  
 
Previous studies have shown that Ac and I-SceI induce various DSB repair pathways in 
different scenarios among various species. First, in the intrachromosomal scenario, Ac/Ds 
excision leads to a ~1000 fold induction of HR via SSA pathway between flanking direct 
repeat sequences in maize (Athma and Peterson, 1991) and Arabidopsis (Xiao and 
Peterson, 2000). In contrast, I-SceI enhances HR frequency with ~80 fold increase by 
SSA pathway and with ~20 fold increase by gene conversion via SDSA mechanism in 
somatic Arabidopsis cells (Orel et al., 2003). Second, recombination between nonallelic 
homologous sequences, or ectopic recombination, can be stimulated with DSB induction. 
A rate of 10-3 to 10-5 in somatic tobacco tissues (Shalev and Levy, 1997) and less than 6.7 
X 10-6 in Arabidopsis (Kuang et al, in prep) were observed with DSB induced by Ac/Ds 
excision; a similar level of ectopic recombination with rate of 10-5 was achieved using 
I-SceI endonuclease in somatic tobacco tissues (Puchta, 1999). Third, allelic homologous 
recombination could use sister chromatid or homologous chromosome as template for 
DSB repair. It indeed underlies the mechanism for the formation of Ds elements from Ac 
element (Rubin and Levy, 1997) with frequency of (3-5) X 10-4 in maize (Yan et al., 1999; 
Conrad et al., 2007). For I-SceI, allelic HR occurs at the same order of magnitude as 
ectopic recombination (Gisler et al., 2002). Furthermore, it has been shown that Ac/Ds 
germinal excision does not stimulate meiotic recombination (Dooner and Martinez-Ferez, 
1997). Last, we have used Ac/Ds based system to achieve gene targeting in Arabidopsis 
with frequency of (3-20) X 10-4(Kuang et al, in prepration). Gene targeting frequency of 
(2.2-18.3) X 10-3 was obtained with an enhancement of two orders of magnitude in 
tobacco for I-SceI (Puchta et al., 1996). Moreover, I-SceI can utilize one third of DSBs 
for HR repair via SSA pathway in tobacco (Siebert and Puchta, 2002), and can induce 
reciprocal translocation up to two orders of magnitude more frequently than ectopic 
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recombination in somatic tobacco cells (Pacher et al., 2007). 
 
Interestingly, the outcomes of NHEJ pathway to repair DSB induced by Ac/Ds excision 
and I-SceI are also different. The repair of Ac/Ds excision sites via the NHEJ pathway 
usually involves only a few base pair (bp) deletions, inversions or insertions (Scott et al., 
1996; Rinehart et al., 1997; Gorbunova and Levy, 1999). In contrast, repair of 
I-SceI-induced DSB in Arabidopsis via NHEJ is typically error prone and can exhibit 
deletions of ~200 bp to ~2 kb (Kirik et al., 2000). 
 
Collectively, these results suggest potential distinct pathway utilization for the repair of 
Ac Tpase and I-SceI endonuclease induced DSBs. Due to the diversities of plant species, 
tissues, and/or systems used among previous reports as confounding factors, however, the 
common and distinct features between these two mechanistically distinct site-specific 
DSB agents remain to be determined. For these reasons, a direct and comprehensive 
comparison between them in DSB repair pathway utilization and coordination is thus 
needed. In addition, HR induced by Ac/Ds excision in an intrachromosomal scenario via 
GC has not yet been reported. Moreover, most DSB repair studies in plants were 
conducted in somatic tissues, and only a few studies have addressed germinal 
recombination frequencies. Germinal DSB repair is highly pertinent to genomic tool 
development, and could provide insight into genome structure and evolution. 
 
In this study, we compare the repair of DSBs by Ac/Ds excision (Ac Tpase) and by I-SceI 
cleavage in terms of utilization and coordination of NHEJ, SSA and GC pathways. 
Pathway frequencies were determined in two tissue types (somatic and germinal),, where 
possible. A series of sophisticated intrachromosomal systems were developed to make 
same-DSB-site comparison between Ac and I-SceI. The results show pronounced 
differential pathway utilization exists between repair of DSBs induced by these two 
agents. Moreover, differences are tissue dependent, and a roughly positive correlation 
exists between somatic and germinal HR frequencies. A model is proposed to explain the 
DSB type- and tissue- dependent differential pathway utilization. Our findings provide 
new insight into how transposons impact genome structure, and also shed light on 
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development of genome modification tools for plants.   
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Vector Construction 
I. HRS system: HRS1, HRS2 and HRS3 
A dual reporter system, GUS::NPTII reporter gene was used in this study for HRS1, 
HRS2 and HRS3 constructs. They were built as following steps: 
(1) A functional fused GUS::NPTII gene, pDW273, was described previously (Wright et 
al., 2005). pDW1273 was used to amplify a series of fragments with desired restrictive 
sites by PCR: “GU” fragment flanked by XbaI and HindIII, “PTII” fragment and 
“USNPTII” fragment both flanked by HindIII and SacI sites. pDW960 (Wright and 
Voytas, unpublished) was digested with XbaI and SacI, and the resultant vector backbone 
fragment contains 35S promoter, nos terminator, ColE1 replication origin and a 
beta-lactamase gene. The vector backbone was used to clone into “GU” and “PTII” 
fragments to produce pGUPTII, and to clone into “GU” and “USNPTII” fragments to 
produce pGUUSNPTII. 
 
(2) A “IDsI” fragment, Ds element flanked by two I-SceI recognition sites, was amplified 
by PCR from pGUIDsIUS construct (Li and Peterson, unpublished) and was added two 
HindIII sites flanking two I-SceI recognition sites. On the other hand, a negative marker 
iaaH flanked by XhoI and SalI sites, 2.3 kb, was amplified by PCR from NIPB3 construct 
(Krishnaswamy et al., 2008). The “IDsI” fragment was cloned into pGUPTII at the 
HindIII site, which in turn was cloned into the iaaH marker between two Ac ends of Ds 
element. The resultant construct was named pINGUIDsIPTII. The iaaH harbourng “IDsI” 
fragment was then cloned into pGUUSNPTII at the HindIII site to produce 
pINGUIDsIUSNPTII. 
 
(3) pDW1214 and pDW1691 (Wright and Voytas, unpublished) were used to make pcodA 
construct, which contains nos promoter, codA a negative marker gene and the nos 
terminator. The marker gene codA was then PCR amplified and cloned into 
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pGUUSNPTII vector backbone (4.7 kb) linearized by BsiWI and HindIII. Two different 
sets of flanking restrictive sites were added for subsequent cloning steps: in case 
BsiWI-ApaI and HindIII sites were added flanking the codA gene, the resultant construct 
was named pcUN; and in case of BsiWI-Acc65I and HindIII sites the resultant construct 
pcUN2. Both pcUN and pcUN2 contain the codA gene immediately followed by 
fragment “USNPTII”. pcUN2 was further modified into pcUN3 by insertion of an extra 
BsiWI immediately inside ApaI site. 
 
(4) pINGUIDsIPTII was linearized with ApaI, then as vector was cloned into the 4.5 kb 
fragment of ApaI digested pcUN. Correct orientation was PCR screened to ensure the 
“USNPTII” homology was tandemly orientated. pGUIDcUN was thus constructed. 
 
(5) pINGUIDsIPTII was linearized with BsiWI, then as vector was cloned into the a 4.5 
kb fragment of BsiWI and Acc65I double digested pcUN3. Correct orientation was PCR 
screened to ensure the “USNPTII” homology was inversely orientated. prcUNGUID was 
thus constructed. 
 
(6) pDW1364 (Wright et al., 2005) was linearized with BsiWI, and the vector backbone 
fragment was used to clone into BsiWI linearized pINGUIDsIUSNPTII, prcUNGUID 
and pGUIDcUN to produce HRS1, HRS2 and HRS3 respectively. pDW1364 vector 
backbone also contains a HPT gene, a ColE1 replication origin and a beta-lactamase gene:  
the first confers resistance to antibiotics hygromycin and allows screening plant 
transformants; the latter two features allow plasmid rescue of chromosomally integrated 
target genes. 
 
II. I-SceI constructs 
Two I-SceI expression constructs were built by modifying plasmid DNA pI-SceI (Li and 
Peterson, unpublished), which contains 35S promoter, I-SceI coding region and nos 
promoter with Ampicillin selection. First, the 35S promoter of pI-SceI was replaced with 
maize ubiquitin (Ubi) promoter to make the construct pUbiSceI. This was done by 
ligating three fragments together: 2.4 kb fragment of SacI and HindIII double digested 
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pEU102 as vector backbone, 2.0 kb fragment of BamHI and HindIII double digested 
pEU102 to provide Ubi promoter and 0.78 kb fragment of BamHI and SacI digested 
pI-SceI to provide I-SceI coding region. pEU102 is a plasmid that contains the I-CeuI 
coding region driven by the maize ubiquitin promoter (Unger-Wallace and Peterson, 
unpublished). 
 
Construct pEU83, a binary construct containing Bar as plant selectable marker 
(Unger-Wallace and Peterson, unpublished), was BsiWI digested and the 12.9 kb 
fragment as vector was cloned into BsiWI Linearized pI-SceI and pUbiSceI respectively. 
The resulting binary I-SceI-expressing constructs pBISceI and pBUbiSceI contain the 
I-SceI coding sequence driven by the 35S and Ubi promoters,  respectively.  
 
Plant transformation 
Plasmid DNA constructs were transformed into Agrobacterium strain C58C1 (Koncz and 
Schell, 1986) by electroporation. DNA constructs in Agrobacterium were then 
transformed into Arabidopsis (ecotype Columbia) plants by floral dip method (Clough 
and Bent 1998). Primary transformants were selected on medium containing 17.5 mg/L 
hygromycin (for HPT), or 20 mg/L bialaphos (for BAR). 
 
Plant growth and selection 
For selection of germinal HR events, Arabidopsis plants were grown on 1/2MS 
(Murashige-Skoog) medium containing kanamycin (100 -150 mg/L) with 24 h light and 
22-25°C. After 2 weeks, Kan-resistant plants were transplanted to soil. All soil-grown 
plants were grown in growth chamber or growth room with 16 h light and 22°C. 
 
Histochemical GUS staining 
Seeds were grown on 1/2MS medium 14 days to 4-leaf stage with appropriate selection 
applied. Whole seedlings were soaked in GUS staining buffer containing 100 mM sodium 
phosphate (pH 7.0), 10 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 2mM potassium ferrocyanide, 2 mM 
potassium ferricyanide, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 2 mM X-Gluc 
(5-bromo-chloro-3-indolyl-beta-D-glucoronide). Seedlings were stained in GUS buffer at 
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37 °C for 48 hours, and then were destained with 70% ethanol for 24 – 48 hours. 
Seedlings were observed under a dissecting microscope. The same staining solution and 
procedure was applied for GUS staining of tissue explants. 
 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
DNA was extracted with CTAB method (Saghai-Maroof et al, 1984) modified for 
Arabidopsis. PCR was performed using TaKaRa Ex Taq DNA polymerase as follows: 
initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 32-35 cycles of denaturation for 30 s, 
annealing for 30 s, extension at 72°C for a 30 s to 3 min, and a final 10 min extension at 
72°C. Annealing temperatures of 55–64°C were used depending on primer sequences and 
extension time was based on PCR product length with 1 min per kb product. Primers and 
sequences used in this study: P1 (EUO130, 5’-gaaagccgggcaattgctgt-3’) and P2 (XKO22, 
5’-gagcaaggtgagataacaggaga-3’). P3 (XKO52, 5’- ccatgacgatgtgaaacaacc -3’) and P4 
(XKO58, 5’-aaggttttatgcagcgactccac -3’).  
 
Southern hybridization 
Southern blotting analyses were performed according to Sambrook et al. (1989). 
Genomic DNA extracted from Arabidopsis leaves (about 10 µg) was digested with 
appropriate restriction enzyme(s), electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose gels (SeaKem LE, 
FMC, Rockland, ME) and then transferred to nylon membrane (Zeta probe GT, BioRad, 
Hercules, CA). Southern hybridization was performed using [α-32P]-radioactively 
labeled probe DNA (RPN1607, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ). The 
membrane was hybridized and washed under high-stringency conditions with 0.1× SSC 
and 0.5% SDS at 65°C.   
 
 
RESULTS 
Experimental design and setup  
 Experimental design 
To enable direct comparison of Ac/Ds excision (Ac Tpase) induced and I-SceI induced 
DSB repair, we compared them at the same loci to reduce potential position effect. The 
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iDs structure was designed to include two 18-nucleotide I-SceI recognition sites flanking 
a Ds transposon (Fig 1A). This iDs structure allows the generation of DSBs by supplying 
Ac Tpase for Ds excision, or by direct cleavage by I-SceI at the two recognition sites 
flanking Ds. The two direct repeats of I-SceI recognition sites were used previously in 
tobacco protoplast to test the SSA pathway (Siebert and Puchta, 2002). Furthermore, with 
a transient assay using particle bombardment, our lab has demonstrated that the structure 
containing Ds flanked by two I-SceI recognition sites does not interfere with either Ds 
transposition or I-SceI digestion (Li and Peterson, unpublished). 
 
To determine how DSB repair pathways coordinate and compete with each other, the iDs 
structure was cloned into a series of three related constructs, namely HRS1, HRS2 and 
HRS3 (Fig 1B). These constructs contain a previously validated reporter gene termed 
GUS::NPTII (Wright et al., 2005); Kuang et al, in preparation): GUS as a visual marker 
results in blue histochemical staining with X-Gluc as substrate, and NPTII as a screenable 
marker confers Kanamycin resistance. The GUS::NPTII fusion gene is rendered defective 
with both GUS and NPTII gene partly truncated and disrupted by iDs structure; a 
duplication sequence as recombination donor homology is present in cis nearby a DSB 
site in different orientations among the three constructs (Fig 1B). As designed, both GUS 
and NPTII function can be restored by HR via SSA pathway in HRS1, via GC pathway in 
HRS2 and via either SSA (asymmetrical) or GC in HRS3. Alternatively, all three 
constructs result in a GUS minus phenotype when NHEJ is used for DSB repair. 
Following are detailed descriptions of all three constructs: 
 
HRS1 construct has the iDs structure inserted into two fragments termed “GU” (3’ 
truncated GUS, defective GUS function) and “USNPTII” (5’ truncated GUS, GUS 
defective). Upon DSB induction at the iDs site, the direct repeats of U region can undergo 
SSA to delete the intervening “U” fragment, resulting in GUS::NPTII that restores both 
GUS and NPTII function. Alternatively, two “U” ends may rejoin together with a NHEJ 
pathway, forming a GU::USNPTII structure with nonfunctional GUS; NPTII may or may 
not be functional depending on the reading frame. 
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HRS2 construct has two additional components: PTII (5’ truncated NPTII, defective 
NPTII function) and a negative marker codA gene serving as spacer in this system. The 
donor homology “USNPTII” is included on the upstream location in opposite orientation 
to the “GU” and “PTII” segments, in between which DSB is generated. In this construct, 
HR via gene conversion produces GUS::NPTII structure, while NHEJ pathway generates 
GUS minus and NPTII minus phenotype. 
 
HRS3 construct resembles HRS2, except that the direct orientation of the donor template 
downstream of DSB site expands the HR pathways to both SSA and GC. With 
asymmetrical DSB site relative to flanking tandem repeats, such SSA is thus termed 
asymmetrical SSA pathway (aSSA hereafter). While both SSA and GC restore function of 
GUS and NPTII, SSA results in codA gene deletion whereas with GC the codA gene 
remains intact. The codA gene confers sensitivity to 5-FC (Kobayashi et al., 1995; 
Gallego et al., 1999) and thus can serve as a negative marker to distinguish SSA from GC.  
Finally, NHEJ pathway again generates GUS minus and NPTII minus plants. 
 
 Experimental procedure 
The general procedure to determine DSB repair frequencies is shown in Figure 2. The 
three constructs (HRS1, HRS2 and HRS3) were introduced into a stable Arabidopsis Ac 
transposase expressing line (line ID 370, chapter 2, 35S as promoter to drive the 
immobilized Ac transposase) using Agrobacterium mediated floral dip transformation.  
Transformants exhibiting blue sectors upon GUS staining were screened by Southern blot 
and segregation analysis of hygromycin resistance. Three to five single-copy lines for 
each construct were identified and the genomic insertion sites of those lines were mapped 
(Fig S1) using inverse PCR method.  All the lines have full length T-DNA and intact 
T-DNA/chromosome junctions; a list of PCR primer sets flanking the T-DNA insertions is 
shown (Table S1). 
 
After collecting data of somatic and germinal repair of DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision, 
HRS lines were crossed as males (for better identification of crossed seeds by 
hygromycin resistance) with a stable I-SceI expressing line. The I-SceI expressing line 
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used for crossing in this study, line 1635, was a single-copy transformant of pBISceI 
(driven by 35S promoter and marked by Bar gene, see Methods). It gives consistently 
high HR activity in transient assay and at chromosomal level (Fig S2 for details of 
selection). PCR method was used to identify HRS lines that are Ac minus and I-SceI 
segregating. Same data collection procedure as Ac source was followed to collect data for 
I-SceI induced DSB repair and for spontaneous somatic HR frequency (Fig S3 for details 
of strategy for data collection). 
 
 Somatic and germinal DSB repair events and molecular characterization 
Somatic HR frequency was measured by GUS staining of Arabidopsis seedlings at the 
4-leaf stage (see Materials and Methods).  The number of blue spots/sectors per seedling 
was quantified as the somatic homologous recombination frequency (Fig 3A, a and b). 
Both SSA and GC frequencies in somatic tissues were determined this way.  
 
On the other hand, germinal DSB repair frequencies were determined by the frequencies 
of heritable HR or NHEJ events. Note that germinal events may arise as either premeiotic 
or meiotic events. To reduce potential bias of premeiotic events, multiple replications, 
typically 8~12 plants’ progenies, were used to determine the average germinal 
frequencies. Germinal HR events exhibit kanamycin resistance (Fig 3A, c) and pure 
blue-staining tissues (Fig 3A, d and e) or whole seedlings (Fig 3A, f). Such events were 
identified by kanamycin screening followed by reconfirmation of GUS staining and 
molecular characterization with PCR. To avoid false positive germinal HR events due to 
early or high somatic HR events, a high concentration (100-150 mg/L) of Kanamycin was 
used, corresponding to 4-6 times of the standard concentration of 25 mg/L. When the 
germinal HR frequency is sufficiently high (in the case of I-SceI induction), a direct 
whole-seedling GUS staining was also applied (Fig 3A, g). In contrast, germinal NHEJ 
events are GUS negative, showing colorless or very few blue spots (Fig 3A, h) due to 
spontaneous recombination. Since the progenitor HRS plants containing either Ac or 
I-SceI always show frequent blue sectors in somatic tissues, plants containing germinal 
NHEJ events are easily recognized by the absence of blue spots (Fig 3A, h). High 
germinal NHEJ frequencies were evidenced in Ac/Ds transposition in Arabidopsis 
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(Bancroft et al., 1992; Grevelding et al., 1992; Fedoroff and Smith, 1993; Honma et al., 
1993; Smith et al., 1996). Without DSB induction, seedlings resemble germinal NHEJ 
events and show colorless or very few blue spots (Fig 3A, i and j) due to spontaneous 
recombination upon GUS staining.  Taken together, as shown in Fig 3A, DSB repair 
events in both somatic and germinal tissues can be unambiguously and efficiently 
detected, indicating that the HRS system can effectively measure multiple DSB repair 
pathways.  
 
Molecular characterization of germinal HR events was performed by PCR (Fig 3B). 
Using a pair of primers flanking the iDs structure where DSB is generated, one can 
differentiate various events by the diagnostic PCR product. For HRS1 lines, the length of 
PCR product for HR, NHEJ and unmodified event is 1.9 kb, 3.0 kb and 6.0 kb 
respectively. For HRS2 and HRS3 lines, the length of PCR product for HR, NHEJ and 
unmodified event is 1.9 kb, 1.3 kb and 4.3 kb respectively. The PCR results confirmed 
that the Kan-r and pure blue plants were indeed germinal recombinants (Fig 3B). For 
HRS1 lines specifically, PCR results also confirmed that Kan-r and non-pure blue plants 
were germinal NHEJ events (Fig 3B). 
 
Positive correlation between somatic and germinal HR frequencies for both DSB 
agents 
Using the protocols describe above, the HRS lines were characterized in order to compare 
the somatic and germinal HR frequency. A roughly positive correlation exists among the 
12 pooled HRS lines with Ac induction and 10 pooled HRS lines with I-SceI induction 
(Fig 4A). A linear trend can be observed within each DSB agent: the higher the somatic 
HR frequency, generally the higher germinal HR frequency for both Ac (R2 = 0.58) and 
I-SceI (R2 = 0.77). The positive correlation suggests that somatic HR level can, to a 
degree, reflect the chance for somatic recombination events to be transmitted to next 
generation.  To our knowledge, this is the first report making direct correlation between 
somatic and germinal HR frequencies.  
 
On the other hand, comparison of the products of repair induced by these two agents 
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indicates significant differences in the DSB repair pathway frequencies between Ac and 
I-SceI, especially in for germinal events. 
 
DSB repair comparison: Ac versus I-SceI 
 Ac preferentially utilizes SSA and/or represses GC in somatic tissues relative to 
I-SceI  
The comparison between Ac and I-SceI in somatic DSB repair is made in terms of HR 
frequency (Fig 4B) and fold increase (Fig 4C). Complete results for DSB induced 
somatic HR for both agents and spontaneous HR is presented in supplementary materials 
(Table S2). HR frequencies were quantified as number of blue spots per seedling. Overall, 
the level of somatic HR frequency is comparable between Ac and I-SceI and among all 
DSB repair scenarios, typically ranging from 50-200 blue spots per seedling. For both 
agents, HRS2 class has the lowest HR frequency. With DSB induction, somatic HR 
frequency of HRS1 and HRS3 is 4.54 and 4.13 fold higher than HRS2 respectively for Ac; 
1.04 and 1.34 respectively for I-SceI. After normalization to spontaneous HR frequency 
for each line, HR enhancement of HRS1 and HRS3 is 1.66 and 2.40 fold higher than 
HRS2 respectively for Ac; 0.34 and 0.78 respectively for I-SceI. Overall, differential 
repair exists in HR frequencies and in fold increase for both Ac and I-SceI among 
different DSB repair scenarios. The relatively high HR frequency and HR fold increase 
for HRS2 (HR via GC) with induction of I-SceI differs from a previous report (Orel et al., 
2003), and may be attributed to position effect (see Discussion). Nevertheless, the 
position effect is not an issue in the current study since the comparison between these two 
DSB agents was made in the context of the same locus for both agents.  
 
HR pathway can occur via independent SSA in HRS1, via independent GC in HRS2 and 
via a combination of asymmetrical SSA (aSSA) and GC in HRS3. In somatic tissues, it is 
not possible to distinguish the aSSA from the GC pathway. Data from HRS1 and HRS2 
only were thus used to infer the relative pathway utilization between SSA and GC, which 
are 4.54 for Ac and 1.06 for I-SceI given the lines in question. In other words, HR via 
SSA pathway is more efficiently utilized by Ac in that Ac preferentially utilizes SSA 
and/or represses GC 4 fold higher than I-SceI in somatic cells.  
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While the number of blue sectors per seedling upon GUS staining is used as somatic HR 
frequency, the sector size reflects the timing of repair.  Early events give rise to large 
sectors and later events to small. Interestingly, while early events can be seen in all the 
three HRS classes for I-SceI, they occur mainly in HRS1 and HRS3 classes; few if any 
such events were observed in HRS2 class for Ac (data not shown). The absence of early 
events for Ac to repair DSBs by GC pathway may correlate with the low HR frequency in 
that sub-class, or due to some unknown characteristics of the Ac/Ds system. 
 
 Ac favors NHEJ and strongly represses HR in germinal tissues relative to I-SceI  
Germinal HR frequency is quantified by the proportion of germinal events, Kan-r and 
GUS pure blue upon staining, among HRS-containing seedlings. Germinal NHEJ 
frequency, however, needs further adjustment. Germinal NHEJ events exhibit a GUS 
negative phenotype which can only be detected in progenies of homozygous HRS parents, 
since it requires two independent NHEJ repair events.  The germinal proportion of 
NHEJ thus is quantified as the number of colorless (or infrequently spotted) plants out of 
HRS-containing progenies from hemizygous HRS lines. Due to the fact that one half of 
the germinal NHEJ events are masked by the intact HRS copy in fertilization, an 
adjustment coefficient of 2 is needed to multiply the germinal proportion to obtain the 
actual germinal NHEJ frequency. Detailed germinal data are presented in supplementary 
materials Table S3. 
 
Germinal frequencies of HR and NHEJ between Ac and I-SceI were compared (Fig 4D). 
The same comparison method was followed as in somatic DSB repair. The level of 
germinal NHEJ frequency is comparable between Ac and I-SceI and among all HRS 
classes, typically ranging from 1.0 % to 2.0% (Fig 4D upper stack). In contrast, germinal 
HR frequency between Ac and I-SceI is strikingly different (Fig 4D bottom stack): 
0.011% for Ac and 1.87% for I-SceI in HRS1; 0.0014% for Ac and 0.52% for I-SceI in 
HRS2; and 0.0083% for Ac and 3.51% for I-SceI in HRS3. These differences reflect a 2 
to 3 orders of magnitude difference in germinal HR between the two agents. 
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The proportion of HR and NHEJ frequency out of the total of HR and NHEJ can indicate 
each pathway’s respective utilization efficiency. For Ac, NHEJ is a predominant pathway 
(95-99%) while HR is only 0.07% to 1%; for I-SceI, NHEJ has comparable efficiency as 
HR. By comparison, Ac favors NHEJ relative to I-SceI (Fig 4E upper stack) and strongly 
represses HR by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude relative to I-SceI (Fig 4E bottom stack).  
 
One may estimate the overall frequency of DSB generation as the total of HR and NHEJ 
frequency, considering that any DSB has to be repaired by either HR or NHEJ. With this 
assumption, the germinal DSB generation frequency is comparable between Ac and 
I-SceI across all the HRS classes. The difference in germinal HR frequency then mainly 
must be caused by the HR pathway utilization associated with each DSB agent.  
 
 Ac preferentially utilizes SSA and/or represses GC in germinal tissues relative to 
I-SceI  
A further comparison was made in germinal HR via SSA versus via GC pathway. For this 
purpose only HRS1 and HRS2, the independent SSA and independent GC scenarios, 
were used for comparison between Ac and I-SceI. Germinal HR via aSSA or GC events 
in HRS3 class can be distinguished by the presence or absence of the spacer segment 
codA gene, and the results will be presented elsewhere (Kuang and Peterson, in 
preparation). 
 
Pathway utilization of germinal HR is 0.94% via SSA and 0.07% via GC respectively for 
Ac, and 45.52% via SSA and 17.96% via GC respectively for I-SceI. Accordingly, the 
relative pathway utilization between SSA and GC is 13.42 for Ac and 2.53 for I-SceI 
respectively in germinal tissues. Hence, HR via germinal SSA pathway is more 
efficiently utilized by Ac; in other words, Ac preferentially utilizes SSA and/or represses 
GC 5 fold higher than I-SceI in germinal tissues.  
 
Tissue dependent pathway utilization 
Somatic and germinal HR frequencies were also estimated and compared.  Using the 
relative pathway utilization between SSA and GC as index, Ac has 13.42 in germinal 
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versus 4.54 in somatic tissues whereas I-SceI has 2.53 in germinal versus 1.04 in somatic 
tissues. It is apparent that germinal tissue preferentially utilizes SSA 3 fold higher than 
GC compared to somatic tissues for both Ac/Ds and I-SceI induced HR.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
In this study, we ask how DSB repair may differ between two mechanistically distinct 
DSB agents, Ac Tpase and I-SceI endonuclease? Given the complexity of DSB repair 
pathways and that DSB repair pathway frequency can be impacted by a number of factors 
including developmental stage, test substrate and chromosomal position, we developed a 
defined system to compare Ac-and I-SceI-induced DSBs at the same loci. The frequency 
and utilization of multiple DSB repair pathways were determined, where possible, in both 
somatic and germinal cells for both DSB agents. The results show that significantly 
different pathway utilization exists for the repair of Ac/Ds excision and I-SceI induced 
DSBs.  
 
Somatic DSB repair 
 Somatic HR versus NHEJ 
In this study, we measured somatic and germinal HR (including SSA and GC pathway) 
frequency and germinal NHEJ frequency based on their phenotypic effects.  The 
somatic NHEJ frequency, however, cannot be quantified in the same way because it does 
not produce a distinct phenotype.  An approximate NHEJ frequency may be obtained by 
PCR analysis of DNA from pooled seedlings as template, and estimation of the relative 
band intensity of HR versus NHEJ upon EtBr staining. The PCR products, being mixture 
of both somatic HR and NHEJ events, can alternatively be subjected to cloning followed 
by sequencing for more accuracy. This approach, using the HRS1 line, has shown that 
NHEJ is a major pathway in repair of DSB induced by Ac/Ds excision while HR is barely 
detected (data not shown). It would be interesting to conduct parallel estimation for 
somatic HR and NHEJ induced by I-SceI. Based on the fact that comparable level of the 
total of NHEJ and HR frequencies in germinal tissues have been seen between Ac and 
I-SceI, one would speculate that similar levels exist in somatic tissues. Relative to I-SceI, 
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the striking HR repression with two to three orders of magnitude for Ac observed in 
germinal tissues does not seem to extend to somatic tissues.  
 
 Somatic HR via SSA versus via GC: comparison to previous work 
Previous studies of DSB repair in somatic Arabidopsis cells have shown HR via SSA 
pathway induced by Ac/Ds excision could have 1000 fold increase (Xiao and Peterson, 
2000) whereas I-SceI results in up to 80 fold increase (Orel et al., 2003). One order of 
magnitude in SSA enhancement between these two reports may come from different 
ability to induce DSB and/or position effect; Ac/Ds transposon’s specific role to favor 
SSA was also suggested (Xiao and Peterson, 2000). In our HRS system, with a defined 
system we confirmed that Ac indeed exhibits a 4-fold preferential utilization of SSA 
pathway and/or repression of GC relative to I-SceI.  
 
Somatic HR induced by I-SceI in somatic Arabidopsis cells has been previously studied 
(Orel et al., 2003), in which SSA frequency is around five fold higher than GC.  In this 
study, the somatic HR frequency induced by I-SceI between SSA and GC is very similar, 
and the fold increase for SSA is even less than that for GC. Differences in the constructs 
and chromosomal positions could explain the discrepancy between these two studies. 
First, the homology length is larger in this study, which could favor the GC pathway over 
SSA. Second, different chromosomal locations may affect HR frequency for both 
spontaneous and induced DSBs. Third, two I-SceI sites were used in this study and single 
site in the study by Orel et al in 2003. Although cleavage of both I-SceI sites has been 
confirmed (Siebert and Puchta, 2002), the possibility remains that only one site is cut and 
the other remains uncut. In this asymmetrical DSB scenario, SSA may be repressed 
greater than GC is repressed, although one of the 3’ overhang would bear sequences 
different from the homology. Nevertheless, the conclusion that Ac preferentially utilizes 
somatic SSA and/or represses GC relative to I-SceI remains unchanged, since HR 
frequencies were compared in the context of the same locus for these two DSB agents. 
 
Germinal DSB repair 
In this study we have shown that Ac/Ds excision-induced DSB repair preferentially 
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favors the NHEJ pathway at the expense of the HR pathway in germinal tissues.  This 
finding is reminiscent of the low germinal HR frequencies induced by Ac/Ds excision in 
previous studies. With DSB generation frequency typically 0.5-5%, HR frequencies range 
from 10-4 to 10-6 across various DSB repair scenarios including SSA, GC (such as ectopic 
recombination, allelic recombination and gene targeting) and meiotic recombination (Fig 
5). In contrast, for I-SceI induced DSB repair, HR and NHEJ pathway frequencies are the 
same order of magnitude, consistent with a previous reported 1/3 of SSA pathway 
utilization in tobacco (Siebert and Puchta, 2002). 
 
We also observed that SSA is more efficiently utilized than GC for Ac in both germinal 
and somatic tissues., . Ac/Ds excision is thought to occur predominantly or exclusively at 
S phase, immediately following DNA replication and prior to methylation maintenance 
initiation (Chen et al., 1992; Ros and Kunze, 2001). NHEJ supposedly occurs mainly in 
early G1 phase, SSA in late G1 phase and GC in S phase (for review see Vasileva and 
Jessberger, 2005). Interestingly, SSA and GC pathway utilization does not seem to be 
correlated with DSB timing for Ac, which may suggest that factors other than cell cycle 
may influence pathway utilization for repair of DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision.  
 
Model for differential repair of DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision and endonuclease 
The striking difference of DSB repair pathway utilization between Ac and I-SceI suggests 
specific role(s) of Ac/Ds in DSB repair. We propose that there exists differential 
recruitment of end juxtaposition factors and end processing factors, such as Ku 
(Ku70-Ku80 dimer) and MR (Mre11-Rad50) complex, to the DSBs induced between 
these two agents. Ku as gatekeeper of NHEJ pathway binds and justaposes the broken 
ends; it then recruits other factors to promote NHEJ and inhibit HR (via SSA or GC) 
pathway (review see (Bleuyard et al., 2006). The MRN(X) complex (Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 
in mammals and plants, and Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 in yeast) is a key component of both 
NHEJ and HR pathways. Mre11 has both exonuclease and endonuclease activities, Rad50 
by its hook domains can tether DSB ends (Wiltzius et al., 2005), and Nbs1 is involved in 
sensing DNA DSBs. The MRN(X) complex therefore is involved in DSB end processing 
prior to religation in NHEJ, and in end resection to create single strand overhangs in HR 
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via SSA or GC pathway (for review see (Vasileva and Jessberger, 2005).  
 
For standard DSB such as induced by I-SceI, Ku and MRN complex can be recruited to 
the broken ends and achieve coordination among multiple pathway utilization (Mansour 
et al., 2008). For Ac/Ds excision induced DSB repair specifically, we propose that the 
hairpin intermediate generated prior to DSB formation, or Ac transpose itself, can recruit 
Ku and MRN factors and thereby promote NHEJ and repress HR (Fig 6). The recruitment 
of Ku and MRN factors by a hairpin structure has been proposed in V(D)J recombination 
(Mansilla-Soto and Cortes, 2003). Indeed, analysis of Ac/Ds excision footprints in 
Arabidopsis suggests that Ku can bind to hairpins before hairpin opening, and Mre11 can 
bind to broken ends after hairpin is opened (Li and Peterson, unpublished). Alternatively, 
Ac transposase per se may recruit these end juxtaposition and processing factors – that 
transposase can physically interact with Ku has been shown for SleepyBeauty Tpase 
(Izsvak et al., 2004). Besides the recruitment of above proteins in the formation of pre- or 
post- cleavage complex, Ac transposase may also tether broken ends by looping Ds with 
synapses of two inverted Ac ends. It is tempting to speculate that the physical association 
of two broken DSB ends, mediated by MRN complex and/or Ac transposase itself, can 
promote NHEJ pathway. Such potential physical association may also explain the 
observation that SSA is more efficiently utilized than GC for Ac. SSA, instead of GC 
pathway, requires the complementary tandem repeats to be resectioned into 
complementary 3’ overhangs followed by single strand annealing. Two DSB ends brought 
closer to each other may facilitate SSA but not GC pathway.  
 
Relative to I-SceI, the striking HR repression for Ac seems only restricted to germinal 
tissues but unlikely in somatic tissues (above discussion). We also propose that 
tissue-dependent recruitment efficiency of the Ku and MRN complex to explain this 
difference. The relative expression of Rad51 and Ku, the two key enzymes involved in 
HR and NHEJ respectively, may determine HR pathway utilization (HR rate, (Boyko et 
al., 2006). In Arabidopsis, Rad51 has relatively high expression level in somatic tissues 
and low in germinal tissues whereas Ku the opposite trend (Boyko et al., 2006; Winter et 
al., 2007). With this, it could have more efficient Ku recruitment to DSBs induced by 
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Ac/Ds in germinal tissues than that in somatic tissues.  
 
The model of extra recruitment of NHEJ factors mediated by Ac/Ds and/or Ac 
transposase can also explain various DSB repair scenarios: high-fidelity NHEJ events; 
cut-and-paste transposition mechanism (rare events of Ds formation from Ac); low 
frequency of gene targeting; low frequency, if any, meiotic recombination and low 
frequency of ectopic recombination (Fig 5). We have generated RNAi lines of Ku and 
Rad50, which could be used to test this model using HRS lines in somatic and germinal 
tissues. Alternatively, biochemical approach such as chIP is needed to further test this 
model and elucidate the distinct features associated with this hairpin specific complex. 
 
Biological significance in genome structure and evolution  
Germinal DSB repair is of evolutionary significance by its transmission to next 
generation. The fact that plant germ cells are developed from somatic cells also makes 
somatic DSB repair significant in that any novel somatic change during DSB repair could 
have chance to be transmitted to the next generation (Walbot, 1996).  
 Ac favors NHEJ and represses HR 
That Ac favors NHEJ and strongly represses HR in germinal tissues has been observed 
previously (Xiao and Peterson, 2000) and in this study. Why does Ac/Ds prefer high 
NHEJ for DSB repair? Considering that the genome is the host of transposon, transposon 
and host could have a competition interaction: each endeavors to optimize its own 
survival rate and to minimize damaging effect from each other. DNA transposon like 
Ac/Ds has a preference to transpose into genic region and impose potential detrimental 
effect on genome. While transposons only encode transposase to promote transposition, 
the entire machinery for repairing the resultant DSB is presumably from host factors. 
Given excision of Ac/Ds forms a biochemically hairpin-specific mechanism in evolution, 
the plant genome could take advantage of this hairpin structure and evolve a mechanism 
for efficient high-fidelity repair by NHEJ (Li and Peterson, unpublished). The small 
indels in footprint of Ac/Ds (Scott et al., 1996); Rinehart et al., 1997; Gorbunova and 
Levy, 1999) as the consequence of high-fidelity NHEJ utilization, therefore, may reflect 
the strategy of genome as host to deal with transposons. The presumably higher 
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frequency of such high-fidelity NHEJ events in germinal than in somatic cells should be 
attributed to a higher NHEJ pathway utilization rather than a higher efficiency to induce 
DSBs in germinal cells. Taken together, these suggest host genome can control 
transposon’s behavior at the level of pathway utilization of DSB repair followed 
transposition rather than the level of transposition.  
 Ac favors SSA and/or represses GC 
It was shown in this study that Ac preferentially utilizes SSA more efficiently than GC 
relative to I-SceI at both somatic and germinal level, that is, transposon is more efficient 
in deleting its flanking tandem sequences than in copying repeated sequences. This adds a 
potential transposon-specific role in shaping genome structure given the large body of 
highly repetitive sequences in plant genomes. Particularly, eukaryotic genomes contain 
large amounts of non-coding DNA composed of ancient DNA transposons and 
LTR-retrotransposons. Solo-LTRs occur at varying frequencies in different genomes 
(Devos et al., 2002). Transposon-induced DSBs between two tandem repeats of LTR 
could contribute to formation of solo-LTRs, thereby counter-acting the 
genome-expanding tendency of retrotransposition.  Taken together, our findings provide 
new insight into how host and transposon could interact, and how transposon could 
impact genome structure, genome dynamics. 
 
On genomic tool development 
The ability to generate intra-chromosomal DSBs with high frequency, and the resulting 
high somatic and germinal HR rate suggest that the HRS system with I-SceI may be an 
ideal system to study DSB repair in plant. I-SceI exhibits no toxicity, and yields high fold 
(2 orders of magnitude) increase in HR in somatic tissues, and high HR frequency 
(0.5-3.5%) and pathway utilization (1 HR event in 2-6 DSBs) in germinal tissues.  Thus, 
one can observe germinal NHEJ, SSA and GC events in just a few hundreds of seedlings. 
Modulation of genes involved in DSB repair have been previously tested for their effects 
on somatic HR frequency in plants, while germinal HR effects have been less studied.  
The tissue dependent manner of DSB repair observed in this study suggests that germinal 
and somatic effects may differ significantly . The system developed in this study should 
provide a good platform for testing the effects of any genes that potentially affect HR. We 
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indeed are using this system to test the effects of overexpression of AtRad51 and 
ScRad54, separately and jointly, on HR via GC in both somatic and germinal Arabidopsis 
cells (Kuang and Peterson, in preparation).  
 
Moreover, the ability to gain understanding in germinal DSB repair pathway frequency 
and utilization in the HRS system would have special relevance to developing functional 
genomics tool for plants.  Currently, the most efficient means to induce HR 
enhancement for genome modification is to make site-specific DSB at targets of interest. 
A very rapid development and significant progress has been made in the past a few years 
using customized mega-endonuclease (Gao et al., 2009; Seligman et al., 2002; Arnould et 
al., 2006; Rosen et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009) and Zinc Finger 
Nuclease (ZFN; (Wright et al., 2005; Shukla et al., 2009; Townsend et al., 2009) in plants 
for both targeted mutagenesis and gene targeting. We also have utilized the Ac/Ds 
transposon based system to achieve gene targeting in Arabidopsis, yet with a relatively 
lower frequency than endonucleases (Kuang, in prep). The underlying mechanisms for 
targeted mutagenesis and gene targeting are NHEJ and presumably HR via GC pathway 
respectively, both of which have been addressed in the HRS system for Ac and I-SceI. 
Our results readily provide reasonable explanation that the limited gene targeting 
frequency for Ac arises from the extremely low germinal HR via GC pathway (HRS2 
data). The customized endonuclease and ZFN, on the other hand, should resemble I-SceI 
in their activities and thus may have comparable levels of induction of HR and NHEJ. 
This study therefore may provide insight for the development of genome modification 
tool using customized endonuclease and ZFN.  
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FIGURES 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of HRS constructs.  
A. iDs structure. iDs contains a Ds element flanked by two I-SceI recognition sites; this 
structure permits cuting either by Ac Tpase via a hairpin or I-SceI endonuclease direct 
cleavage. DSB: Double Strand Break. I: I-SceI recognition site. Ac Tpase: Ac 
Transposase. 
B. Homologous Recombination System (HRS): DSB repair pathways and products. 
Shown left to right are HRS1, HRS2 and HRS3 constructs. All the constructs, upon 
generation of DSB by Ac/Ds excision or by I-SceI cut, serve as substrates for both NHEJ 
and HR pathways. See text for more description of specific HRS constructs. P: 35S 
promoter. HR: homologous Recombination. NHEJ: Non-homologous End Joining. SSA: 
Single Strand Annealing. Kan-r: Kanamycin resistant. P1 and P2 are primers for 
diagnostic PCR products for HR, NHEJ and unmodified substrate; P3 and P4 are primers 
to detect presence of the spacer. 
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Figure 2: Procedure of comparing Ac/Ds excision and I-SceI cleavage.  
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Figure 3: Somatic and germinal DSB repair events and molecular confirmation. 
A: Determination of somatic and germinal DSB repair frequencies.  
(a,b). GUS-stained four-leaf-stage seedlings were used to determine somatic HR 
frequency.  
(c to f). Germinal HR events were recovered by Kanamycin screening (c) followed by 
GUS staining confirmation of leaf (d), flower (e) and progenies (f).  
g: Germinal HR events can be detected as pure blue plants (circled) following direct 
whole-seedling GUS staining.  
h. Ferminal NHEJ events can be detected as colorless or near-colorless plants (circled) 
following whole-seedling GUS staining.  
i and j: In the absence of DSB agents, plants undergoing spontaneous HR events are 
predominantly colorless (i) or contain very few blue sectors (j, arrowed).  
  
B. Molecular characterization of germinal HR events by PCR. PCR primers are P1 
and P2 (Fig 1 B). M: 1 kb ladder. 
Upper: HRS1 lines. 3.0 kb represents the NHEJ event and 1.9 kb the HR product. The 
unmodified event for HRS1 would yield a 6.0 kb product which would not be amplified 
under these PCR conditions. Lanes 1 and 2 are derived from Kan-r, non-pure blue plants; 
the presence of the 3.0 kb band indicates these represent germinal NHEJ events. Lanes 3 
to 6 are derived from Kan-r, pure blue plants classifed as germinal HR events. All contain 
the 1.9 kb KR product: hemizygous in lanes 4 and 5; heterozygous with an unmodified 
copy of substrate in lane 3, or with another NHEJ copy (lane 6), as evidenced by progeny 
analysis of kanamycin test and suggested by the similar band intensities.   
 
Bottom: HRS2 and HRS3 lines. 1.9 kb represents the HR event and 4.3 kb the NHEJ 
product. The NHEJ event for HRS2 and HRS3 should yield a 1.3 kb product, but this was 
not detected in the germinal HR events. All samples are from Kan-r and GUS pure blue 
events, either hemizygous (1ane 1 and 5) or heterozygous with another unmodified copy 
of substrate (lane 2 to 4, and 6). 
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Figure 4: comparison of DSB repair between Ac and I-SceI. 
All the figures at left are from Ac data; figures at right from I-SceI data. See text for 
details. 
A: Somatic and germinal HR correlation. A roughly linear trend (red line) is observed 
for both Ac and I-SceI. 
B and C: somatic HR data. B: measured somatic HR frequency, determined by the 
number of blue spots per seedling. C: Fold increase of somatic HR. The measured HR 
frequency with DSB induction, by either Ac or I-SceI, is normalized to spontaneous HR 
without DSB induction. 
D and E: germinal DSB repair data. D: germinal frequency of HR and NHEJ. 
E: pathway utilization of HR and NHEJ. The measured germinal HR and NHEJ 
frequencies are normalized to the total of both pathways. 
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Figure 5: Repair of Ac/Ds induced DSBs in various scenarios by different pathways. 
Various pathways can be used for repair of DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision by Ac 
transposase (Tpase). The frequency of each pathway determined in each study is shown. 
DSBR: Double strand break repair. mHR: meiotic homologous recombination. OSI: one 
side invasion. SDSA: Synthesis dependent strand annealing. Other terms are the same as 
previously described.  
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Homology unavailable or 
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Figure 6: DSB differential repair model 
For standard DSB such as induced by I-SceI, Ku and MRN complex can be recruited to 
the broken ends (Mansour et al, 2008) and coordinate subsequent pathway utilization. For 
Ac/Ds excision induced DSB repair specifically (shaded), the hairpin intermediate 
generated prior to DSB formation, or Ac transpose itself, can mediate extra Ku and MRN 
factors and thereby promote NHEJ and repress HR. Alternatively, Ac transposase per se 
can recruit these end juxtaposition and processing factors. Ac tranasposase may also 
tether broken ends by looping Ds with synapses of two inverted Ac ends. End 
juxtaposition factors may be recruited to DSB ends and hairpin structure in a tissue 
dependent manner (see text for details). 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 
Table S1: list of PCR primers for HRS lines 
1. HRS1 lines: 
XKO111= 1875f: ATTTACTCACCCCAATACTCCAT, 100% 56.71 C, 231 bp 
XKO112= 1875r: TGGAAAGCCTTACACAACCTT, 100% 56.84 C, 287 bp 
Wt 1875f/r = 518 bp; EUO90/1875f = 421 bp; EUO104/1875r = 687 bp 
 
XKO113= 1882f:    GTTTTCGTTCTTCACTTAGCATCAT ,100% 59.39 C, 316 bp 
XKO114= 1882r:    ATGGGGTTCACGGATCACTT, 91% 58.84 C, 144 bp 
Wt 1882f/r = 460 bp; XKO73/1882f = 516+15+316 = 837bp; EUO104/1882r = 544 bp   
 
XKO121= 1883f:  ATCACCCAATCCTAAAAATACCAA, 100% 59.31 C, 451 bp 
XKO122= 1883r:  CAAGTCCAAAATGCCAAAACC, 100% 59.8 C, 233 bp 
Wt 1883f/r = 684 bp; EUO104/1883f = 851 bp; EUO90/1883r = 390 bp 
 
XKO123= 1890f:   ATTACAACCTACTATGAACCAAAACA , 100% 57.12 C, 193 bp 
XKO124= 1890r:   GGTGGTAATAGAAAAAGGTAGAATG , 100% 56.45 C, 368 bp 
Wt 1890f/r = 561 bp; EUO90/1890f = 383 bp; EUO104/1890r = 768 bp 
 
XKO125= 1896f:  ATCTTCGTTGTGTTTATCCTGA, 100% 54.35 C, 354 bp 
XKO126= 1896r:  TCTTATCCTCTTCCCCTCCTGA,  100%  59.6 C, 242 bp 
Wt 1896f/r = 596 bp; EUO104/1896f = 754 bp; EUO90/1896r = 390 bp 
 
2. HRS2 lines:  
XKO115= 1972f:  ACTGTGGTGTTCTTTTATTACATTG, 92% 55.75 C, 260 bp 
XKO116= 1972r:  ACAATGAACTATGCCTGCGTAG, 100% 57.55 C, 313 bp 
Wt 1972f/r = 573 bp; EUO90/1972f = 330 bp; EUO104/1972r = 713bp 
 
XKO117= 1978f: TACCATCTTTTGTCTCATAGCCAT, 100% 58 C, 158bp 
XKO118= 1978r:  CAAAGGAGAGAATGCCAAATCT, 100% 58.1C, 288 bp 
Wt 1978f/r = 446 bp; EUO90/1978f = 340 bp; EUO104/1978r = 688 bp 
 
XKO127= 1979f: GACATAACATTTTGATACCCACA, 100% 54.8 C, 256 bp 
XKO128= 1979r: GTTTTGCTACTTGTATGGGATGA, 100% 56.7 C, 318 bp 
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Wt 1979f/r = 574 bp; EUO90/1979f = 430bp; EUO104/1979r = 718 bp 
 
3. HRS3 lines:  
XKO119= 1957f:  TTAGAATGAACGAAAGCGGCA, 100% 61 C, 301 bp 
XKO120= 1957r:  CAGATGCTTCAGTTGTAAGTAGTGT, 100% 55.7 C, 191 bp 
Wt 1957f/r = 538 bp; EUO104/1957f = 680 bp; EUO90/1957r = 370 bp 
 
XKO129= 1960f:  TTCCGTTACTCCTTCTAATGACTA, 100% 55.6 C, 200 bp 
XKO130= 1960r:  CTCCAAACAAATCAAAACTCTGC, 100% 58.75 C, 321 bp 
Wt 1960f/r = 521 bp; EUO90/1960f = 370 bp; EUO104/1960r = 721 bp 
 
XKO131= 1964f:  AGGTGTGTTCTCATCTTCTTGTG, 100% 56.1 C, 245 bp 
XKO132= 1964r:  GCGTCGGAGAGAGATTTCAGC, 100% 61 C, 236 bp 
Wt 1964f/r = 500 bp; EUO104/1964f = 645 bp; EUO90/1964r = 456 bp 
 
XKO133= 1968f: CCACAAGTCGGGATACAATCAT, 92 % 59.0 C, 283 bp 
XKO134= 1968r: ATCTTTCCATTGGGTTATGATCT, 91% 56.7 C, 313 bp 
Wt 1968f/r = 596 bp; EUO104/1968f = 683 bp; EUO90/1968r = 443 bp 
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Table S2: somatic data compilation: Ac Vs I-SceI 
 
  Ac induction I-SceI induction Ac/I  spontaneous HR Fold increase 
  mean SE  mean SE  ratio mean SE  Ac I-SceI 
HRS1: SSA  
1875 178.25  8.58  134.45  8.34  1.33  2.17  0.27  82.27  62.05  
1882 223.55  9.99  ND NA NA ND NA NA NA 
1883 251.85  8.14  240.91  17.50  1.05  4.03  0.29  62.54  59.82  
1890 226.67  8.18  160.73  6.19  1.41  5.15  0.28  44.00  31.20  
1896 205.04  6.57  251.23  9.79  0.82  2.03  0.23  101.01  123.76  
average 217.07  12.24  196.83  29.01  1.10  3.34  0.76  72.45  69.21  
HRS2: Gene Conversion 
1972 47.82  3.27  ND NA NA ND NA NA NA 
1978 44.57  4.14  204.18  6.25  0.22  1.29  0.35  34.67  158.81  
1979 51.14  7.38  174.00  8.32  0.29  1.24  0.21  41.25  140.32  
average 47.85  1.90  189.09  15.09  0.25  1.26  0.02  37.96  149.57  
HRS3: SSA and/or Gene Conversion 
1957 162.17  6.50  271.32  12.37  0.60  2.78  0.20  58.25  97.46  
1960 205.82  7.47  244.88  7.84  0.84  1.21  0.18  170.10  202.38  
1964 205.24  5.23  239.73  12.95  0.86  2.47  0.22  82.94  96.88  
1968 218.03  10.36  255.59  8.68  0.85  1.66  0.20  131.51  154.17  
average 197.81  12.24  252.88  6.98  0.78 2.03  0.36  110.70  137.72  
The number of blue sectors per seedling is used as unit. ND: not done. NA: not applied. SE: Standard 
Error. 
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Table S3: germinal data compilation: Ac and I-SceI 
A. germinal data for Ac: 
  measured germinal frequencies (%) total  
DSB 
(%) # 
Pathway utilization 
 HR  NHEJ  
NHEJ%  HR % NHEJ/HR 
 mean SE mean SE 
HRS1: SSA  
1875 4.25E-03 1.57E-03 0.26  0.15  0.26 98.37 1.63 60.39 
1882 9.48E-03 3.13E-03 2.63  1.44  2.63 99.64 0.36 276.90 
1883 1.45E-02 6.18E-03 2.84  1.61  2.85 99.49 0.51 195.99 
1890 1.17E-02 4.94E-03 1.11  1.11  1.12 98.96 1.04 94.98 
1896 1.18E-02 4.81E-03 2.05  1.58  2.06 99.43 0.57 174.08 
average 1.03E-02 1.72E-03 1.78 0.48  1.79 99.18 0.82 160.47 
HRS2: Gene Conversion 
1972 1.63E-03 1.63E-03 1.14 0.00 1.14 99.86 0.14 699.43 
1978 1.55E-03 1.55E-03 3.33 NA 3.33 99.95 0.05 2150.00 
1979 1.21E-03 1.21E-03 1.25 NA 1.25 99.90 0.10 1031.25 
average 1.47E-03 1.29E-04 1.91 0.71  1.91 99.90 0.10 1293.56 
HRS3: SSA and/or Gene Conversion  
1957 1.08E-02 5.88E-03 1.10 0.05 1.11 99.03 0.97 102.11 
1960 2.93E-03 2.09E-03 0.22 0.22 0.23 98.70 1.30 75.76 
1964 1.33E-02 6.47E-03 0.09 0.09 0.10 87.26 12.74 6.85 
1968 6.12E-03 4.50E-03 <0.17 0.17 <0.18 <94.44 >5.56 <17 
average 8.27E-03 2.31E-03 0.47 0.27  0.48 95.00 5.00 61.57 
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B. germinal data for I-SceI: 
  measured germinal frequencies (%) Total  
DSB 
 (%)  
Pathway utilization 
 HR  NHEJ  
NHEJ%  HR % NHEJ/HR 
 mean SE mean SE 
HRS1: SSA  
1875 1.20 0.44 2.72 1.18 3.92 69.31 30.69 2.26 
1883 3.22 0.89 3.33 3.33 6.55 50.87 49.13 1.04 
1890 0.47 0.22 0.83 0.83 1.31 63.74 36.26 1.76 
1896 2.59 0.60 1.33 1.33 3.92 33.99 66.01 0.51 
average 1.87 0.63  2.06 0.58  3.93 54.48 45.52 1.39 
HRS2: Gene Conversion 
1978 0.79 0.17 2.06 0.48 2.85 72.13 27.87 2.59 
1979 0.25 0.17 2.90 1.49 3.15 91.95 8.05 11.42 
average 0.52 0.27 2.48 0.42 3.00 82.04 17.96 7.00 
HRS3: SSA and/or Gene Conversion 
1957 4.52 1.18 1.19 0.79 5.71 20.86 79.14 0.26 
1960 3.07 0.80 1.14 0.74 4.22 27.10 72.90 0.37 
1964 2.88 0.80 2.00 0.82 4.88 40.96 59.04 0.69 
1968 3.57 0.62 0.83 0.83 4.41 18.92 81.08 0.23 
average 3.51 0.37  1.29 0.25  4.94 26.96 73.04 0.39 
#: total of measured HR and NHEJ frequencies. SE: Standard Error. NA: not applied 
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Figure S1. Single-copy HRS lines.  
Grey triangles represent HRS1 lines; blue HRS2 lines and red HRS3 lines. 
HRS1:             5 lines
HRS3:             4 lines
HRS2:             3 lines
1875
1882 1883
1890
1896
1978
1972
1979
1957
1960
1964
1968
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Figure S2. Selecting Single-copy I-SceI expressing line(s) in this study 
Top left: schematic structure of 35::I-SceI construct. H represents Hind III site in construct and the 
short red line aligns with the probe used for Southern blot.  
Bottom left: Southern blot. Genomic DNA is digested with Hind III, red arrows are single-copy I-SceI 
lines. 
Top right: Three replicates of transient HR assay by particle bombardment (HRS1 plasmid DNA with 
HR via SSA pathway) were conducted for each single-copy I-SceI expressing line together with 
wildtype as negative control. Line 1629 and 1635 showed significant higher blue spots than others. 
These two lines then were mapped as shown in bottom right.  
 
The I-SceI expressing lines used for crossing in this study, 1635 and 1629, were selected based on 
high somatic HR frequency in a transient assay among several single-copy I-SceI lines. Single-copy 
lines were in turn obtained by transforming pBISceI and pBUbiSceI binary constructs (see methods) 
into Arabidopsis followed by confirmation of Southern blot and progeny analysis of Bar resistance. 
Line 1635 and 1629 were then both used for crossings with one HRS2 line, 1978. Both somatic and 
germinal HR frequencies are similar between progenies of these two crossing schemes (data not 
shown). Line 1635 was picked up for further crossing with other HRS lines. 
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Figure S3. Progeny behavior of crossing HRS X I-SceI and data collection strategy 
Hyg hemi, no I  *3/4 as CK-.
one more gen to produce 
seeds
hyg hemi, homo I *3/4
hyg hemi, homo I *3/4
Hyg homo, no I  *1 as CK-.
one more gen to produce 
seeds
Hyg homo, I hemi  *1
both homo  *1
w/ Km
Germinal HR$
g; wt – NA¼ s; killeds;killed - NA-/-; -/-
GUS staining hyg-r for 
seedlings of colorless/few 
spots; ¾ grow. Spont. NHEJ.
g; spont - NA¾ r; sponts;killed - NAhyg_; -/-
hyg/-; -/-
g; wt (zero)s; killeds;killed-/-; -/-
g; spontr; sponts;killedhyg_; -/- GUS staining hyg/bar-r for 
seedlings of colorless/few 
spots; ¾ grow.
g; inducedr; induced
9/16 r; 
inducedhyg_; i_
hyg/-; i/-
g; wt (zero)¼ s; killed¼ s; killed-/-; i/i
GUS staining hyg/bar-r for 
seedlings of colorless/few 
spots; ¾ grow.
g; induced¾ r; induced¾ r; induced;hyg_; i/i
hyg/-; i/i
/g; spontr; sponts; killed - NAhyg/hyg; -/-hyg/hyg; -/-
g; spontr; spont¼ s; killedhyg/hyg; -/- /
g; inducedr; induced¾ r; inducedhyg/hyg;i_
hyg/hyg; i/-
/g; inducedr; inducedr; inducedhyg/hyg;i/ihyg/hyg; i/i
w/ hyg (&Bar)w/o hygw/ hygw/ hyg&Barprogenies
parent 
(hyg-r)
Germinal NHEJ*$Somatic HR: in plate&categories
I or i: I-SceI; r: resistant; s: sensitive; spont: spontaneous; g: grow.)
 
Procedure: PCR genotype parent  hyg/Bar selection, in small plate (~60 seedlings) to give seg ratio 
to verify genotype  accordingly perform somatic and germinal assay:  
1) for those normally grow unto 4-leaf stage without hyg/bar inhibition, GUS stain to collect induced 
somatic HR data; for seedlings failed to survive (parent as hyg_; -/-); grow w/ hyg selection only, 
collect somatic HR data and transplant ~20 to one more generation for many seeds. 
2) for seeds’ parent as hyg/-; i_, one extra middle-size plate (~400) seedlings in hyg/bar, GUS stain to 
get germinal NHEJ. One can tell somatic and germinal HR as well. Wait until feel solid NHEJ data 
collected. All remainder seedlings go to Km selection for germinal HR.  
3) for seeds’ parent as hyg/hyg; i_, subject to Km selection for germinal HR.  
*: NHEJ% := 2*percentage of seedlings of colorless/few spots 
&: It is hard to tell apart hyg_; -/- from wt in somatic HR; but hyg_; I_ >> wt. 
$: for hemi I-SceI (or Ac) plant:   
Germinally, DSB induction is prior to or during meiotic stage by which gametes are formed: DSB 
induction -- > DSB repair (NHEJ, HR) -- >gamete formation --> offspring. Progenies having target 
locus even without I-SceI (or Ac) shall have same chance as those with I-SceI (or Ac) to subject to 
DSB induction in parent possessing DSB induction expressing gene. 
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CHAPTER 4 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
DNA Double Strand Breaks (DSBs) are repaired by two major pathways: Homologous 
Recombination (HR) and Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ). There are 
sub-pathways of HR and NHEJ pathways. The outcomes of these pathways being distinct, 
DSBs act as key intermediate substrates in maintenance of genome integrity and 
variability. Particularly, site-specific DSB agents are of significant value in genomic tool 
development in that they can recognize specific DNA sequences and make genomic 
modifications including targeted mutagenesis and gene targeting.  
 
In this thesis, we focus on studies of site-specific DSB repair in plants, specifically repair 
of DSBs induced by transposon Ac/Ds and endonuclease I-SceI. Studies include: 1) Gene 
targeting by Ac/Ds induced HR in Arabidopsis (chapter 2); 2) Comparison of repair of 
DSBs induced by Ac/Ds excision and by I-SceI cleavage (chapter 3).  
 
Transposon Ac/Ds is a member of the hAT superfamily (for review, see (Kunze and Weil, 
2002)). The autonomous element Ac encodes Ac transposase (Tpase) to promote 
transposition of non-autonomous Ds elements, leaving a site-specific DSB at the Ds locus 
for repair. Previous studies in maize and Arabidopsis showed that Ac/Ds excision can 
stimulate homologous recombination between tandem duplicated repeats (Athma and 
Peterson, 1991; Xiao and Peterson, 2000) and between ectopic homologies (Shalev and 
Levy, 1997). In the first project (chapter two), we tested the efficacy of such Ac/Ds 
excision-induced homologous recombination to achieve gene targeting in Arabidopsis.  
A defective visual-selective dual marker harboring Ds element is transformed into 
Arabidopsis as target locus, and donor homology is provided by Agrobacterium-mediated 
T-DNA by floral dipping. The DSB inducer Ac is either first crossed into target lines or 
co-transformed with donor T-DNA. Independent germinal recombinants from each of the 
three target loci have been recovered for both strategies with gene targeting frequency of 
0.3-2.0X10(-3).  Ectopic recombination strategy was also attempted for gene targeting; 
donor homology was provided by the concomitant integrated T-DNA copies in genome in 
this scenario.  Gene targeting frequency turns out less than 6.7X10(-6) with this 
approach.  The results suggest Ac/Ds transposon induced homologous recombination 
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can serve an alterative gene targeting strategy.  
 
With reasonable enhancement, however, the relatively low gene targeting frequency 
induced by Ac/Ds excision contrasts with the ability of Ac/Ds excision to induce HR with 
~1000 fold enhancement in somatic Arabidopsis cells in the scenario of tandem 
duplicated homologies (Xiao and Peterson, 2000). Gene targeting entails germinal HR in 
trans via a presumably Gene Conversion (GC) pathway with Synthesis Dependent Stand 
Annealing (SDSA) mechanism, while in the event of direct tandem repeats, HR can 
follow a non-conservative pathway termed Single Strand Annealing (SSA). Several 
questions may be raised from the low gene targeting frequency induced by Ac/Ds 
excision: is it transposon specific, or would different DSB agent make difference? Is DSB 
repair tissue type specific? Is HR frequency in plants impacted by DSB generation 
efficiency, and/or HR utilization? What about HR sub-pathway utilization, HR via SSA or 
HR via GC? To address these fundamental questions is the main project in this thesis. 
 
Both as site-specific DSB agents, the DSB generation process for Ac/Ds excision and 
I-SceI cleavage is distinct and the genetic factors involved in DSB repair may be different. 
A hairpin structure is thought to be involved as an intermediate during Ac/Ds excision, 
and it was indeed well evidenced in another hAT element Hermes (Zhou et al., 2004), 
linking hAT element transposition to V(D)J recombination. In contrast, the rare-cutting 
mega-endonuclease I-SceI makes direct cleavage at its recognition site to generate DSBs. 
DSB repair in plants has been extensively studied using these two mechanistically 
different inducers (Dooner and Martinez-Ferez, 1997; Shalev and Levy, 1997; Puchta, 
1999; Xiao and Peterson, 2000; Gisler et al., 2002; Orel et al., 2003; Pacher et al., 2007). 
I-SceI especially has been studied in various DSB repair scenarios in plants (for review, 
see (Puchta, 2005) and its references). A direct comparison between Ac/Ds and I-SceI in 
DSB repair, however, is lacking due to the diversity of systems used among previous 
studies. In addition, only a few DSB repair studies addressed germinal recombination 
frequencies. 
 
In the second project (chapter three), we compare the repair of DSBs by Ac/Ds excision 
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(Ac Tpase) and by I-SceI cleavage in terms of utilization and coordination of NHEJ, SSA 
and GC pathways. Pathway frequencies were determined in two tissue types, somatic and 
germinal tissues, where possible. A series of sophisticated intrachromosomal systems 
(HRS1, HRS2 and HRS3) were developed to make same-DSB-site comparison between 
Ac and I-SceI. The results show pronounced differential pathway utilization exists 
between repair of DSBs induced by these two agents: (i) In somatic tissues, the HR 
frequencies induced by Ac/Ds and by I-SceI are comparable, and Ac/Ds induced HR 
preferentially utilizes SSA and/or represses GC 4 fold higher than I-SceI; (ii) In germinal 
tissues, repair of Ac/Ds induced DSBs favors NHEJ and strongly represses HR frequency 
and utilization by 2 to 3 orders magnitude, whereas NHEJ has similar levels of HR in 
case of I-SceI induction; (iii) Furthermore, Ac/Ds induced germinal HR preferentially 
utilizes SSA and/or represses GC 5 fold higher than I-SceI; and (iv) germinal tissues 
preferentially utilize SSA 3 fold higher than GC compared to somatic tissues for both 
Ac/Ds and I-SceI induced HR. Despite this, a roughly positive correlation exists between 
somatic and germinal HR frequencies. Moreover, although unable to accurately 
determine HR versus NHEJ pathway utilization in somatic tissues, the comparable 
somatic HR frequencies induced by these two agents suggest that relative to I-SceI, the 
striking HR repression with two to three orders of magnitude for Ac seems only restricted 
to germinal tissues but unlikely in somatic tissues.  
 
Overall, DSB repair shows a tissue-dependent DSB agent specific manner. The results 
readily explain the relatively low germinal HR frequency induced by Ac/Ds excision: 
germinal HR is greatly repressed and even more so for the sub-HR pathway via GC. The 
striking difference of repair pathway utilization between Ac/Ds and I-SceI suggests 
specific role(s) of Ac/Ds in DSB repair. The hairpin intermediate generated prior to DSB 
formation, or Ac transposase per se, may recruit extra end processing and/or end 
juxtaposition factors such as Ku and MRN complex and thereby promote NHEJ and 
greatly repress HR, and promote SSA and/or repress GC in sub-HR pathway utilization. 
Such recruitment may also be tissue dependent. Our findings provide new insight into 
how transposons impact genome structure, how transposon and its host could interact 
with each other. On the other hand, the results also shed light on development of genome 
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modification tools for plants. The high frequency and utilization of germinal HR pathway 
for I-SceI in this study provides a good system that allows testing the effects of genes 
involved in DSB repair. It also suggests promising to achieve genome modification 
induced by DSBs generated using endonucleases, such as customized mega-endonuclease 
and Zinc Finger Nuclease (ZFN) in plants. 
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